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About the Tutorial 

International Business is a subject that teaches how to nurture a local business and make 

it global. It explains the business practices and strategies required to succeed in 

international markets.   

In this tutorial, it has been our endeavor to cover the multidimensional aspects of 

International Business in an easy-to-understand manner.  

Audience 

This tutorial is specially designed for the students of Management, Commerce, Human 

Resources, Marketing, and Business Law.   

Prerequisites 

To understand this tutorial, it is advisable to have a foundation level knowledge of business 

and management studies. However, general students who wish to get a brief overview 

International business may find it quite useful. 

Copyright & Disclaimer 

© Copyright 2022 by Tutorials Point (I) Pvt. Ltd.  

All the content and graphics published in this e-book are the property of Tutorials Point (I) 

Pvt. Ltd. The user of this e-book is prohibited to reuse, retain, copy, distribute or republish 

any contents or a part of contents of this e-book in any manner without written consent 

of the publisher.   

We strive to update the contents of our website and tutorials as timely and as precisely as 

possible, however, the contents may contain inaccuracies or errors. Tutorials Point (I) Pvt. 

Ltd. provides no guarantee regarding the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of our 

website or its contents including this tutorial. If you discover any errors on our website or 

in this tutorial, please notify us at contact@tutorialspoint.com 
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A Global Village 

The world is fast becoming a global village where there are no boundaries to stop free 

trade and communication. Keeping pace with it, the way we do business has changed in 

an unprecedented manner. The competition, in the global marketplace, is at its peak where 

all companies want to sell their goods to everyone, everywhere on the globe. 

 

Figure: A Global Village without Boundaries 

 

For example, the faucet we see in our bathroom may be from Italy. The towels we use 

may be a Brazilian product. The automobile we drive may be a Japanese or German brand. 

The air conditioners we use may be from France. It is almost impossible to stay isolated 

and be self-sufficient in this day and age. That is why multinational companies are a reality. 

What is International Business? 

Any business that involves operations in more than one country can be called an 

international business. International business is related to the trade and investment 

operations done by entities across national borders.  

Firms may assemble, acquire, produce, market, and perform other value-addition-

operations on international scale and scope. Business organizations may also engage in 

collaborations with business partners from different countries. 

1.  IB – INTRODUCTION 
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Apart from individual firms, governments and international agencies may also get involved 

in international business transactions. Companies and countries may exchange different 

types of physical and intellectual assets. These assets can be products, services, capital, 

technology, knowledge, or labor.  

Note: In this tutorial, we are primarily focusing towards business operations of the 

individual firm. 

Internationalization of Business 

Let’s try to explore the reasons why a business would like to go global. It is important to 

note that there are many challenges in the path of internationalization, but we’ll focus on 

the positive attributes of the process for the time-being. 

There are five major reasons why a business may want to go global:  

 First-mover Advantage: It refers to getting into a new market and enjoy the 

advantages of being first. It is easy to quickly start doing business and get early 

adopters by being first. 

 

 Opportunity for Growth: Potential for growth is a very common reason of 

internationalization. Your market may saturate in your home country and therefore 

you may set out on exploring new markets. 

 

 Small Local Markets: Start-ups in Finland and Nordics have always looked at 

internationalization as a major strategy from the very beginning because their local 

market is small. 

 

 Increase of Customers: If customers are in short supply, it may hit a company’s 

potential for growth. In such a case, companies may look for internationalization. 

 

 Discourage Local Competitors: Acquiring a new market may mean discouraging 
other players from getting into the same business-space as one company is in. 

Advantages of Internationalization 

There are multiple advantages of going international. However, the most striking and 

impactful ones are the following four. 

Product Flexibility 

International businesses having products that don’t really sell well enough in their local or 

regional market may find a much better customer base in international markets. Hence, a 

business house having global presence need not dump the unsold stock of products at 

deep discounts in the local market. It can search for some new markets where the products 

sell at a higher price.  

A business having international operations may also find new products to sell 

internationally which they don’t offer in the local markets. International businesses have 

a wider audience and thus they can sell a larger range of products or services. 

Less Competition 

Competition can be a local phenomenon. International markets can have less competition 

where the businesses can capture a market share quickly. This factor is particularly 
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advantageous when high-quality and superior products are available. Local companies 

may have the same quality products, but the international businesses may have little 

competition in a market where an inferior product is available. 

Protection from National Trends and Events 

Marketing in several countries reduces the vulnerability to events of one country. For 

example, the political, social, geographical and religious factors that negatively affect a 

country may be offset by marketing the same product in a different country. Moreover, 

risks that can disrupt business can be minimized by marketing internationally. 

Learning New Methods 

Doing business in more than one country offers great insights to learn new ways of 

accomplishing things. This new knowledge and experience can pave ways to success in 

other markets as well.  

Globalization  

Although globalization and internationalization are used in the same context, there are 

some major differences.  

 Globalization is a much larger process and often includes the assimilation of the 

markets as a whole. Moreover, when we talk about globalization, we take up the 

cultural context as well.  

 

 Globalization is an intensified process of internationalizing a business. In general 

terms, global companies are larger and more widespread than the low-lying 

international business organizations. 

 

 Globalization means the intensification of cross-country political, cultural, social, 

economic, and technological interactions that result in the formation of 

transnational business organization. It also refers to the assimilation of economic, 

political, and social initiatives on a global scale. 

 

 Globalization also refers to the costless cross-border transition of goods and 
services, capital, knowledge, and labor.  

Factors Causing Globalization of Businesses 

There are many factors related to the change of technology, international policies, and 

cultural assimilation that initiated the process of globalization. The following are the most 

important factors that helped globalization take shape and spread it drastically.  

The Reduction and Removal of Trade Barriers  

After World War II, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the WTO have 

reduced tariffs and various non-tariff barriers to trade. It enabled more countries to 

explore their comparative advantage. It has a direct impact on globalization. 

Trade Negotiations 

The Uruguay Round of negotiations (1986–94) can be considered as the real boon for 

globalization. It is considerably a large set of measures which was agreed upon exclusively 
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for liberalized trade. As a result, the world trade volume increased by 50% in the following 

6 years of the Uruguay Round, paving the way for businesses to span their offerings at an 

international level.   

Transport Costs 

Over the last 25 years, sea transport costs have plunged 70%, and the airfreight costs 

have nosedived 3–4% annually. The result is a boost in international and multi-continental 

trade flows that led to Globalization.  

Growth of the Internet  

Expansion of e-commerce due to the growth of the Internet has enabled businesses to 

compete globally. Essentially, due to the availability of the Internet, consumers are 

interested to buy products online at a low price after reviewing best deals from multiple 

vendors. At the same time, online suppliers are saving a lot of marketing costs.    

Growth of Multinational Corporations  

Multinational Corporations (MNCs) have characterized the global interdependence. They 

encompass a number of countries. Their sales, profits, and the flow of production is reliant 

on several countries at once.  

The Development of Trading Blocs 

The 'regional trade agreement' (RTA) abolished internal barriers to trade and replaced 

them with a common external tariff against non-members. Trading blocs actually promote 

globalization and interdependence of economies via trade creation.  
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The International business environment includes various factors like social, political, 

regulatory, cultural, legal and technological factors that surround a business entity in 

various sovereign nations. There are exogenous factors relative to the home 

environment of the organization in the international environment. These factors influence 

the decision-making process on the use of resources and capabilities. They also make a 

nation either more or less attractive to an international business firm.  

We will take up the most important factors and see how they affect the operational process 

of a business. 

Adapting to Changing Needs 

Firms do not have any control over the external business environment. Therefore, the 

success of an international company depends upon its ability to adapt to the overall 

environment.  

Its success also depends on the ability to adjust and manage the company’s internal 

variables to leverage on the opportunities of the external environment. Moreover, the 

company’s capability to control various threats produced by the same environment, also 

determines its success. 

A term called ‘country attractiveness’ is often discussed in the international business 

fraternity. It is important to consider attractiveness before we move on to discuss 
environmental factors. 

 

2.  IB – COUNTRY ATTRACTIVENESS  
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Country Attractiveness 

Country attractiveness is a measure of a country’s attractiveness to the international 

investors. In international business, investment in foreign countries is the most important 

aspect and hence firms want to determine how suitable a country is in terms of its external 

business environments.  

International business firms judge the risks and profitability of doing business in a 

particular country before investing and starting a business there. This judgment includes 

studying the environmental factors to arrive at a decision.  

It is pretty clear that businesses prefer a country that is less costly, more profitable, and 

has fewer risks. Cost considerations are related with investment. Profitability is dependent 

on resources. Risks are associated with the environment and hence it is of prime concern. 

Risks may be of various types. However, the general consensus is that a country that is 

more stable in terms of political, social, legal, and economic conditions is more attractive 

for starting a business. 

Business Environments  

There are numerous types of business environments, however the political, the cultural, 

and the economic environments are the prime ones. These factors influence the decision-

making process of an international business firm. It is important to note that the types of 

environments we discuss here are interlinked; meaning one’s state affects the others in 

varying dimensions. 

The Political Factors  

The political environment of a nation affects the legal aspects and government rules which 

a foreign firm has to experience and follow while doing business in that nation. There are 

definite legal rules and governance terms in every country in the world. A foreign company 

that operates within a particular country has to abide by the country’s laws for the duration 

it operates there. 

Political environment can affect other environmental factors:  

 Political decisions regarding economy can affect economic environment. 

 Political decisions may affect the socio-cultural environment of a nation. 

 Politicians may affect the rate of emergence of new technologies. 

 Politicians can exert influence in the acceptance of emerging technologies. 

There are four major effects of political environment on business organizations:  

 Impact on Economy – The political conditions of a nation have a bearing on its 

economic status. For example, Democratic and Republican policies in the US are 

different and it influences various norms, such as taxes and government spending. 

 

 Changes in Regulation – Governments often alter their decisions related to 

business control. For example, accounting scandals in the beginning of the 21st 

century prompted the US SEC turn more mindful on the issues of corporate 

compliance. Sarbanes-Oxley compliance regulations (2002) were social reactions. 

The social environment demanded the public companies to be more responsible. 
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 Political Stability – Political stability effects business operations of international 

companies. An aggressive takeover overthrowing the government could lead to a 

disordered environment, disrupting business operations. For example, Sri Lanka’s 

civil war and Egypt and Syria disturbances were overwhelming for businesses 

operating there. 

 

 Mitigation of Risk – There are political risk insurance policies that can mitigate 

risk. Companies with international operations leverage such insurances to reduce 
their risk exposure.  

Note: You can check The Index of Economic Freedom. It ranks and compares the countries 

depending on how politics impacts business-decisions in those locations. 

The Economic Factors 

Economic factors exert a huge impact on international business firms. The economic 

environment includes the factors that influence a country's attractiveness for international 

business firms. 

 Business firms seek predictable, risk-free, and stable mechanisms. Monetary 

systems that acknowledge the relative dependence of countries and their 

economies are good for a firm. If an economy fosters growth, stability, and fairness 

for prosperity, it has a positive effect on the growth of companies. 

 

 Inflation contributes hugely to a country's attractiveness. High rate of inflation 

increases the cost of borrowing and makes the revenue contract in domestic 

currency. It exposes the international firms to foreign-exchange risks. 

 

 Absolute purchasing power parity is also an important consideration.  The ratio of 

exchange rate between two particular countries is identical to the ratio of the price 

levels. The law of one price states that the real price of a product is same across 

all nations.  

 

 Relative purchasing power parity (PPP) is valuable for foreign firms. It asks how 

much money is needed to buy the same goods and services in two particular 
countries. PPP rates prompt international comparisons of income.  

The Cultural Factors 

Cultural environments include educational, religious, family, and social systems within the 

marketing system. Knowledge of foreign culture is important for international firms. 
Marketers who ignore cultural differences risk failure. 

 Language – There are nearly 3,000 languages in the world. Language differences 

are important in designing advertising campaigns and product labels. If a country 

has several languages, it may be problematic. 

 

 Colors – It is important to know how people associate with colors. For example, 

purple is unacceptable in Hispanic nations because it is associated with death. 

 

 Customs and Taboos – It is important for marketers to know the customs and 

taboos to learn what is acceptable and what is not for the marketing programs. 

 

 Values – Values stem from moral or religious beliefs and are acquired through 

experiences. For example, in India, the Hindus don’t consume beef, and fast-food 

restaurants such as McDonald's and Burger King need to modify the offerings.  

http://www.heritage.org/index/heatmap
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 Aesthetics – There are differences in aesthetics in different cultures. Americans 

like suntans, the Japanese do not. 

 

 Time – Punctuality and deadlines are routine business practices in the U.S. 

However, Middle East and Latin American people are far less bound by time 

constraints.  

 

 Religious Beliefs – Religion can affect a product’s labelling, designs, and items 
purchased. It also affects the consumers' values.  

 

 

Cultural Differences 

 

 Ireland’s evening meal is called tea, not dinner.  

 

 If you nod in Bulgaria, it means "no" and moving the head from one side to the 

other means "yes".  

 

 Pepsodent toothpaste did not sell well in Southeast Asia, as it promised white 

teeth. Black or yellow teeth are symbols of prestige there.  
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Protectionism is a policy of protecting the domestic businesses from foreign competition 

by applying tariffs, import quotas, or many types of other restrictions attached to the 

imports of foreign competitors’ goods and services.  

There are many protectionist policies in place in many nations despite the fact that there 

is a popular consensus that the world economy, as a whole, benefits from free trade. 

 Government-levied tariffs – The best form of protectionist measure is the 

government-levied tariffs. The common practice is raising the price of the imported 

products so that they cost more and hence become less attractive than the 

domestic products. There are many believers that protectionism is a helpful policy 

for the emergent industries in the developing nations. 

 

 Import quotas – Import quotas are the other forms of protectionism. These 

quotas limit the amount of products imported into a country. This is considered to 

be a more effective strategy than protective tariffs. Protective tariffs do not always 

repel the consumers who are ready to pay higher prices for imported goods. 

 

 Mercantilism – Wars and recessions are the major reasons behind protectionism. 

On the other hand, peace and economic prosperity encourage free trade. In 17th 

and 18th centuries, the European monarchies used to rely heavily on protectionist 

policies. This was due to their aim to increase trade and improve the domestic 

economies. These (currently discredited) policies are called mercantilism. 

 

 Reciprocal trade agreements – Reciprocal trade agreements limit the 

protectionist measures in lieu of eliminating them fully. However, protectionism still 

exists and is heard when economic hardships or joblessness is aggravated by 
foreign competition. 

 

Currently, protectionism is in a unique form. Economists term the form as administered 

protection. Most rich nations have fair trade laws. The announced purpose of Free Trade 

Laws is twofold:  

3.  IB – PROTECTIONISM 
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 First is to make sure that foreign countries do not subsidize exports so that market 

incentives are not distorted and hence efficient allocation of activity among the 

countries is not destroyed. 

 

 The second purpose is to assure that international companies do not dump their 
exports in an aggressive manner.  

These mechanisms are meant to augment free trade. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Protectionism in History 

Great Britain started to end the protective tariffs in the first half of the 19th century 

after achieving industrial leadership in Europe. Britain’s removal of protectionist 

measures and acceptance of free trade was symbolized by the repeal of the Corn Laws 

(1846) and various other duties on imported grains. 

Europe’s protectionist policies became relatively mild in the latter half of the 19th 

century. However, France, Germany, and many other nations imposed customs duties 

to shelter the improving industrial belts from British competition. Customs duties fell 

sharply in Western world by 1913, and import quotas were almost never used. 

The damage and displacement in World War I inspired an increasing raise of customs 

barriers in Europe in the 1920s. Great Depression of the 1930s resulted in record levels 

of unemployment which led to an epidemic of protectionism. 

The United States was also a protectionist country, and the levied tariffs reached the 

top during 1820s and the Great Depression. The Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act (1930) 

raised the average tariff on imported goods by about 20 percent. 

US protectionist policies started getting vanished by the middle of the 20th century. 

By 1947, the United States became one of the 23 nations to sign reciprocal trade 

agreements (the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade - GATT). GATT, which was 

amended in 1994, was taken over by the World Trade Organization (WTO) in Geneva 

(1995). WTO negotiations have led to reduced customs tariffs by most of the major 

trading nations. 
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Liberalization Vs Deregulation 

Liberalization is the process of relaxation from government control. It is a very important 

economic term. Technically, it means the reductions in applied restrictions of the 

government on international trade and capital. Liberalization is also used in tandem with 

another term – Deregulation.  

Deregulation is the disappearance of state restrictions on both domestic and international 

business. However, in principle, the two terms are distinct because liberalized markets are 

often subject to government regulations for various reasons, such as consumer protection. 

But in practice, both terms generally refer to the removal of state intervention in markets. 

 

Arguments, Counterarguments, and Discussions  

The advantages of liberalization and deregulation are questioned in many ways. Both of 

these phenomena are related with the “Washington consensus.” The consensus is a set of 

market-related policy prescriptions supported by neoliberals for economic growth of 

developing countries. Critics, however, argue that the policies are used to exploit poorer 

workers by corporations from rich countries. 

Activists and scholars alike somewhat agree that markets are, in reality, neither truly free 

nor fair. For example, there are subsidies paid by the government to cotton producers in 

the United States and the European Union. This, in reality, artificially drives the prices 

down, putting African cotton farmers in an uncomfortable state. 

4.  LIBERALIZATION 
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Critics note that the issue is not about the freeing of markets per se but, rather, that the 

companies of wealthier countries are manipulating the term to their own benefits at large. 

Liberalization, Privatization, and Globalization 

Due to close resemblance and similar attributes, the term LPG (Liberalization, 

Privatization, and Globalization) is generally used nowadays to describe the phenomena 

of freeing up of markets.  

Although the three terms are distinct and have their own attributes, it is particularly helpful 

to describe the contemporary and new market conditions of 21st century through the term 

LPG. In fact, liberalization is the gateway to globalizations and hence, when we talk about 

the benefits of globalization, it is always a manifestation of the process of liberalization.  

It is impossible to consider the business aspects without having a global view in many of 

the scenarios and hence, LPG is a way to deal with the latest marketing and operational 

trends in international marketing. 

Revolutionary Economic Trends 

Liberalization and deregulation stimulated the epic run of three major areas of business:  

 International trade grew at an average rate of 6% annually between 1948 and 

1997. 

 

 FDI was impacted too, which saw the stocks and inflows exceed the rise in world 

trade.  

 

 Foreign exchange markets achieved an average daily turnover reaching trillions of 
dollars.  

Liberalization and deregulation contributed heavily to the globalization of the world 

economy. 
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Part 2: International Trade 
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In the 18th and 19th century, almost all nations and nation-states believed that 

protectionism is a must for the well-being of domestic economies. However, with passing 

time, this idea started to change. The idea of liberalizations and thereby abolishment of 

protectionist measures peaked in the middle half of the 20th century. The epitome of 

liberalism took the first palpable shape as GATT, which was later replaced by the WTO. 

General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade  

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) includes some multilateral trade 

agreements formed to abolish the quotas and reduce various tariffs among the 

participating nations. GATT was formed by 23 countries signing the agreement at Geneva, 

in 1947. It was aimed to offer an interim arrangement which could be replaced by a United 

Nations agency soon.  

GATT played a hero’s role in expanding the world trade in the latter half of the 20th 

century. 125 nations had already become signatories to GATT when it was replaced by the 

WTO in 1995.  

GATT – Major Principles 

GATT’s major principle was trade without discrimination. The participating nations 

opened the markets impartially to every other member. According to GATT, once a nation 

and its largest trade allies had agreed to reduce a tariff, that reduction automatically 

became applicable to all other GATT members.  

 GATT preferred protection through tariffs and by leveraging on it, GATT 

systematically tried to eliminate the import quotas or other quantitative trade 

restrictions. 

 

 GATT also had homogenous customs regulations and the obligation of the 

participating nations in negotiating for tariff reductions on any other nation’s 

request. 

 

 The escape clause was also in place for contracting nations to modify the 

agreements when their domestic producers suffered excessive losses due to the 

trade concessions. 

Role of GATT in Promoting International Trade 

GATT’s role was instrumental in the following aspects: 

 GATT formulated standards to direct the contracting nations to take part in 

international trade. As mentioned above, GATT stipulated some basic principles for 

the contracting parties.  

 

 GATT cut tariffs for the mutual benefit of an accelerated trade liberalization. There 

was a palpable reduction, about 35% on average, in both Kennedy and Tokyo 

Rounds. 

5.  GENERAL AGREEMENTS ON TARIFFS AND TRADE  
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 GATT brought discrimination in tariff down to promote reducing other trade 

barriers. GATT had regulated that the participating nations cannot increase tariffs 

at will.  

 

 GATT, in its progressive days, tried to protect the desires of the developing 

countries in terms of international trade. It established some special measures, 

including the tariff protection for select industries. GATT made sure that the 
developing countries got a preferential treatment.  

Finally, GATT was the “court of international trade.” Settling the disputes between two or 

more parties was one of its primary objectives. GATT had become a legal guardian of 

nations for settling trade disputes. 
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The World Trade Organization (WTO) is the single global international organization dealing 

with the rules related to international trade. WTO’s agreements are negotiated and signed 

by a majority of prominent trading nations. The agreements are ratified in the parliaments 
of the contracting countries.  

Reasons behind the Formation of WTO 

On 1st January, 1995, the World Trade Organization replaced GATT. The reasons for GATT 
being replaced by the WTO are the following. 

 GATT was only a provisional arrangement. It lacked the qualities of an international 

covenant, and it could not ensure the enforcement mechanisms. GATT could do 

nothing in case of a bilateral trade-agreement failure. There were rules set for 

enforcement by GATT, but there was no mechanism for its application.  

 

 GATT’s jurisdiction was applicable only to product-transactions. Due to 

globalization, services and technologies became a major part of international 

investments and trade.  

 

 Limitations and restriction on dispute settlement systems of GATT also made it 

vulnerable to challenges. GATT required a fully positive consensus in the GATT 

Council to propose the dispute to the panel. Many countries often objected in 

dispute settlement cases related to discrimination.  

 

 Moreover, GATT’s rules were not sufficiently strict and their execution was very 

hard to practice. Many participating parties tried to bend the rules of GATT in their 

self-interests, and GATT could not verify and inspect these issues.  

 

 Finally, there were some influences of powerful nations in some historical 

multilateral rounds. Starting from the Geneva Round till the Uruguay Round, 

national sovereignty was present in the multilateral negotiation rounds.  

The WTO was a natural demand of the times for a holistic development of economies. 

6.  WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION 
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Role of WTO in Promoting International Trade  

WTO promotes business liberalization and economic globalization. It has implemented a 

substantial decline in tariff levels.  

WTO members experienced an average of 40% decline in tariff rate. Agriculture industry 

and textile trade expansions, security enhancement, anti-dumping and countervailing, 

dispute-free investment and trade in services and intellectual properties have been the 
most significant achievements of the WTO.  

 

 

 

 

 

WTO plays a major role in promoting peace among the countries. WTO lets international 

trade and investment to run smoothly. Countries also get a constructive and fair institution 

for dealing with disputes over trade issues due to the presence of the WTO.  

The WTO also plays a role in decreasing the cost of living. Protectionism increases the cost 

of the goods. WTO lowers the trade barriers via negotiation and through its non-
discrimination policy.  

 

Role of Developing Countries 

Developing countries usually don’t have the muscle to negotiate in the international 

markets and they need to follow the developed countries’ terms. WTO’s Most favored 

Nation (MFN) principle, which allows market liberalization, helps the developing nation to 

trade and prosper. Besides, it also supports the multilateral framework for rules and 
agreement.  

WTO STATISTICS 

In 1999, tariff rate in developed countries dropped from 6.3% to 3.9%. Imported duty-

free manufactured goods increased from 20% to 43%, and tariffs on imported 

manufactured goods reduced to 5% on average. 
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Developing countries benefit from the intellectual property rules of WTO. Trade-Related 

Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement offers a suitable policy 

framework that helps to promote technology transfer and FDI flow to developing nations. 

There are some preferential treatments available for the developing countries too. 

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) enables non-reciprocal preferential 
treatment by developed countries.  

WTO offers flexibility to developing countries to implement their TRIPS obligation, 

especially those that are adopted in the Uruguay round. It helps in holistic improvement 

of developing nations. 
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Global trade and investment or broadly, globalization, is a common market condition for 

all countries of the world now. However, it is not free from challenges. To be specific, there 

are seven major challenges to global trade and investment the world is facing now. 

Economic Warfare  

Globalization has a tough challenge against polarization and conflicting issues. The world 

is experiencing increased conflicts, major economic powers are seizing influence, financial 

sanctions are being used as a weapon, and the Internet is breaking into pieces. Therefore, 

the international flow of money, information, products and services may slow down.  

Geo-politicization  

Globalization is a kind of Americanization. The United States is still a dominating economy 

and the hallmark of the international financial system. Moreover, information age is 

promoting the democratization of information.  It is paving the way for demanding more 

information and the autocrats now need to care more about public opinion. The 

developments of developing countries are making them more or less like America. 

State Capitalism  

The United States was a strong nation in the last quarter of the century. But now, state 

capitalism in a modern form is gripping many nations. This is creating new segments in 

the markets and destroying the uniformity expected from globalization. Now, there is 

nothing predominantly American or about globalization itself.  

Lack of Leadership  

Globalization will continue rapidly, but the U.S led world order is getting diminished. An 

inconsistent, war-ridden United States lacks the will and ability to provide global 

leadership. Moreover, no other country is interested in taking its place. The West is having 

its own problems, and allies are only interested in hedging their bets. Therefore, there is 

no clear and definite way for globalization to progress and it is getting distorted.  

Power Distribution  

China, Russia, Turkey, India, and some other emerging nations are getting powerful 

enough to dismantle the US led theory of globalization. But they lack synchronization and 

influence. Their values and interests are not compatible. So, a regionalized world is 

emerging. Americanization and globalization are neither believed to be one and the same 

now nor is it preached by these power-seeking nations. 

Weaker Underdogs  

The regional economic powerhouses are getting more room to operate in today’s world. 

Russia is intruding in its backyard, Germany is experiencing firm control over Euro zone, 

and China is rapidly rising in the Asia-Pacific. These major countries are trying to 

7.  GLOBAL TRADE – MAJOR CHALLENGES 
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consolidate power without caring for the smaller countries near them. It is a kind of 

‘hollowing of the peripherals’ that is accelerating. 

Price Fluctuations of Natural Resources  

The oil monopoly is deteriorating and many clashes and terrorist incidents are tearing the 

world apart. In such turmoil, the very essence of globalization is somehow getting blurred. 

These time-sensitive challenges are being faced by all international and huge global 

companies. While the problems don’t seem to end soon, the global companies now have 

the choice to exercise their power in a global scale. They may or may not adapt to the new 

trend, but their superiority and powers have definitely got a boost due to the 

predominantly geopolitical crises. 
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There are many theories and concepts associated with international trade. When 

companies want to go international, these theories and concepts can guide them to be 

careful and prepared. 

There are four major modern theories of international trade. To have a brief idea, please 

read on.  

The Heckscher and Ohlin Model  

The Heckscher–Ohlin theory deals with two countries’ trade goods and services with each 

other, in reference with their difference of resources. This model tells us that the 

comparative advantage is actually influenced by relative abundance of production factors. 

That is, the comparative advantage is dependent on the interaction between the resources 
the countries have.  

Moreover, this model also shows that comparative advantage also depends on production 

technology (that influences relative intensity). Production technology is the process by 

which various production factors are being utilized during the production cycle. 

The Heckscher–Ohlin theory tells that trade offers the opportunity to each country to 

specialize. A country will export the product which is most suitable to produce in exchange 

for other products that are less suitable to produce. Trade benefits both the countries 
involved in the exchange.  

The differences and fluctuations in relative prices of products have a strong effect on the 

relative income gained from the different resources. International trade also affects the 
distribution of incomes. 

The Samuelson and Jones Model 

According to Samuelson–Jones Model, the two major reasons for which trade influences 

the income distribution are as follows: 

 Resources are non-transferable immediately and without incurring costs from one 

industry to another. 

 

 Industries use different factors. The change in the production portfolio of a country 

will reduce the demand for some of the production factors. For other factors, it will 

increase it.  

There are three factors in this model: Labor (L), Capital (K), and Territory (T). 

Food products are made by using territory (T) and labor (L), while manufactured goods 

use capital (K) and labor (L). It is easy to see that labor (L) is a mobile factor and it can 

be used in both sectors. Territory and capital are specific factors.  

A country with abundant capital and a shortage of land will produce more manufactured 

goods than food products, whatever may the price be. A country with territory abundance 

will produce more foods.  

8.  IB – MODERN THEORIES  
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Other elements being constant, an increase in capital will increase the marginal 

productivity from the manufactured sector. Similarly, a rise in territory will increase the 

production of food and reduce manufacturing.  

During bilateral trade, the countries create an integrated economy where manufactured 

goods and food production is equal to the sum of the two countries’ productions. When a 

nation does not trade, the production of a product will equal its consumption.  

Trade gains are bigger in the export sector and smaller in the competing import sector. 

The Krugman and Obsfeld Model 

The Krugman–Obsfeld Model is the standard model of trade. It implies two possibilities: 

 The presence of the relative global supply curve stemming from the possibilities of 

production.  

 

 The relative global demand curve arising due to the different preferences for a 
selected product. 

The exchange rate is obtained by the intersection between the two curves. An improved 

exchange rate – other elements being constant – implies a substantial rise in the welfare 
of that country.  

The Michael Porter Model 

Michael Porter identified four stages of development in the evolution of a country. The 
dependent phases are: Factors, Investments, Innovation, and Prosperity. 

Porter talked extensively on attributes related to competitive advantages which an 

organization can achieve relative to its rivals which consists of Lower Cost and 

Differentiation. These advantages derive from factor(s) that permit an organization to 

outperform its competition, such as superior market position, skills, or resources.  

In Porter's view, the strategic management of businesses should be concerned with 
creating and continuing competitive advantages. 
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The International Institute for Management Development defines competitiveness as "a 

field of economic knowledge which analyzes the facts and policies that shaped the ability 

of a nation to create and maintain an environment that sustains more value creation for 

its enterprises and more prosperity for its people."  

The World Economic Forum defines global competitiveness as "the ability of a country to 

achieve sustained high rates of growth in gross domestic product (GDP) per capita."  

Factors Affecting Global Competitiveness 

Business firms abide by the rules and regulations formed by the government. The 

government assumes a very important role in enhancing competitiveness. Governments 

must promote trade by reengineering systems and procedures. Governments should be 
more responsive, reducing bureaucratic red tape.  

 Physical infrastructure plays a critical role in improving the global 

competitiveness of a country. This will lead to the smoother movement of people, 

products, and services, facilitating faster delivery of goods and services.  

 

 The business environment should be as such that it improves coordination 

among public-sector agencies. The best methods include providing support and 

incentives for R&D activities, HRD and education, encouraging innovativeness and 

creativity, facilitating the improvement of industrial blocks, and productivity 

enhancements of SMEs.  

 

 High total factor productivity (TFP) is a boon for economic growth. It shows the 

synergy and efficiency of both capital and HR utilization and promotes national 

competitiveness.  

 

 Productivity campaigns are important because they promote public-awareness 

and provide mechanisms to use the productivity tools and techniques.  

 

 Intensifying R&D activities that contribute to creativity, innovation, and 

indigenous technological development is also an important factor.   

 

 Improving the capacities of SMEs to become increasingly productive suppliers 
and exporters makes strategic sense.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

9.  GLOBAL COMPETETIVENESS 

GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS INDEX 

The Global Competitiveness Reports asses the competitiveness landscape of 144 

economies of the world. It provides information about the drivers of their productivity 

and prosperity. The Report is the most comprehensive assessment of national 

competitiveness worldwide. 

To check out its 2014-15 edition, please click here. 

http://reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-report-2014-2015/
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What are Regional Trading Blocs? 

A regional trading bloc (RTB) is a co-operative union or group of countries within a specific 

geographical boundary. RTB protects its member nations within that region from imports 

from the non-members. Trading blocs are a special type of economic integration. There 

are four types of trading blocs:  

 Preferential Trade Area – Preferential Trade Areas (PTAs), the first step towards 

making a full-fledged RTB, exist when countries of a particular geographical region 

agree to decrease or eliminate tariffs on selected goods and services imported from 

other members of the area.  

 

 Free Trade Area – Free Trade Areas (FTAs) are like PTAs but in FTAs, the 

participating countries agree to remove or reduce barriers to trade on all goods 

coming from the participating members. 

 

 Customs Union – A customs union has no tariff barriers between members, plus 

they agree to a common (unified) external tariff against non-members. Effectively, 

the members are allowed to negotiate as a single bloc with third parties, including 

other trading blocs, or with the WTO. 

 

 Common Market – A ‘common market’ is an exclusive economic integration. The 

member countries trade freely all types of economic resources – not just tangible 

goods. All barriers to trade in goods, services, capital, and labor are removed in 

common markets. In addition to tariffs, non-tariff barriers are also diminished or 
removed in common markets.  

Regional Trading Blocs – Advantages  

The advantages of having a Regional Trading Bloc are as follows: 

 Foreign Direct Investment: Foreign direct investment (FDI) surges in TRBs and 

it benefits the economies of participating nations.  

 

 Economies of Scale: The larger markets created results in lower costs due to 

mass manufacturing of products locally. These markets form economies of scale.  

 

 Competition: Trade blocs bring manufacturers from various economies, resulting 

in greater competition. The competition promotes efficiency within firms. 

 

 Trade Effects: As tariffs are removed, the cost of imports goes down. Demand 

changes and consumers become the king.  

 

 Market Efficiency: The increased consumption, the changes in demand, and a 

greater amount of products result in an efficient market. 

10.  REGIONAL TRADING BLOCS 
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Regional Trading Blocs – Disadvantages 

The disadvantages of having a Regional Trading Bloc are as follows: 

 Regionalism: Trading blocs have bias in favor of their member countries. These 

economies establish tariffs and quotas that protect intra-regional trade from 

outside forces. Rather than following the World Trade Organization, regional trade 

bloc countries participate in regionalism. 

 

 Loss of Sovereignty: A trading bloc, particularly when it becomes a political 

union, leads to partial loss of sovereignty of the member nations. 

 

 Concessions: The RTB countries want to let non-member firms gain domestic 

market access only after levying taxes. Countries that join a trading bloc needs to 

make some concessions. 

 

 Interdependence: The countries of a bloc become interdependent on each other. 

A natural disaster, conflict, or revolution in one country may have adverse effect 

on the economies of all participants. 
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There are four major trade blocs in current times that have the reputation and will to make 

a significant impact on international business process. 

ASEAN  

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established on August 8, 1967, in 

Bangkok (Thailand).  

 Members: The member states are Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, 

Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. 

 

 Goals: The goals of ASEAN are to (a) accelerate economic growth, social progress, 

and cultural development in the region and (b) promote regional peace and stability 

and adhere to United Nations Charter. 

 

 ASEAN Economic Community (AEC): The AEC is aiming to transform ASEAN 

into a single entity and a production powerhouse that is highly competitive and 
fully compatible with the global economy. 

EU   

The European Union (EU) was founded in 1951 by six neighboring states as the European 

Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). Over time, it became the European Economic 

Community (EEC), then the European Community (EC), and was ultimately transformed 

into the European Union (EU). EU is the single regional bloc with the largest number of 

member states (28).  

 Members: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, 

Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, 

Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. 

 

 Goal of EU: To construct a regional free-trade association of states through the 
union of political, economic, and executive connections. 

MERCOSUR  

Mercado Comun del Cono Sur (MERCOSUR) was established on 26 March 1991 with the 

Treaty of Assunción. The major languages spoken in this region are Spanish and 

Portugese. 

 Members: Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Bolivia is 

undergoing the process of becoming a full member. Associate members include 

Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, and Suriname. There are associate 

members who can do preferential trade but not allowed to have tariff benefits like 

the registered members. Mexico has an observer status. 

 

 Goals: Accelerate sustained economic development based on social justice, 

environmental protection, and reduction of poverty. 

11.  MAJOR TRADE BLOCS 
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NAFTA  

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was signed on 1 January 1994. 

 Members: Canada, Mexico, and the United States of America. 

 

 Goals: The goals of NAFTA are to (a) eliminate trade barriers among its member 

states, (b) promote an environment for free trade, (c) increase investment 

opportunities, and (d) protect intellectual property rights. 
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Part 3: Strategic Approaches  
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To survive in the world of cut-throat competition, companies must sell their products in 

the global market. It is necessary to come up with new strategies to win more customers. 

Effective strategic management requires strategic estimation, planning, application and 

review/control.   

The path for strategic management is activated by compulsions like modern developments 

in the societal and economic theory and the recent changes in the form of business, apart 

from the economic context.  

 

Areas of Strategic Compulsions  

Here is a list of some compulsions that a global business might have to face: 

 E-commerce and Internet Culture – Expansion of internet and information 

technology made the business move towards e-commerce. Online shopping /Selling 

and Advertising are important issues. These factors compel the businesses to go 

modern. 

 

 Hyperactive Competition – Businesses now are hyper-competitive which compel 

them to draw a competitive strategy that includes general competitive intelligence 

to win the market share. 

 

12.  STRATEGIC COMPULSIONS  
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 Diversification – Uncertainty and operational risks have increased in the current 

global markets. Companies now need to protect themselves by diversifying their 

products and operations. Businesses now are compelled to focus on more than one 

business, or get specialized in one business. 

 

 Active Pressure Groups – Contemporary pressure groups direct businesses to be 

more ethical in their operations. Most of the multinationals are now spending a 
good deal to address their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).  

Standardization Vs Differentiation 

Standardization and differentiation are the two sides of globalization. By standardization, 

we mean to show the global representation, while differentiation looks upon local 

competitiveness. The following figure depicts how standardization differs from 

differentiation. 

 
 

Figure: Standardization and Differentiation 

Strategic Options 

Strategic Options include a set of strategies that helps a company in achieving its 

organizational goals. It is important to do a SWOT analysis of the internal environment 

and also the external environment to get the a list of possible strategic alternatives. 

A business can’t run on gut feeling and hence, strategic options are indispensable tools for 

every international business manager. The following diagram shows the very basic options 

to choose – whether to go global or act local while improving the business in a holistic 

manner. 
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Figure: Four Ways of Doing Business 

Factors that Affect Strategic Options 

There are many factors that need to be taken care of while choosing the best possible 

strategic options. The most influential ones are the following:  

 External Constraints – The survival and prosperity of a business firm is fully 

dependent on interaction and communication with the elements that are intrinsic 

to the business. It includes the owners, customers, suppliers, competitors, 

government, and the stakeholders of the community. 

 

 Intra-organizational Forces – The big decisions of a company are often 

influenced by the power-play among various interest groups. The strategic 

decision-making processes are no exception. It depends on the strategic choices 

made by the lower Management and top notch strategic management people. 

 

 Values and Preferences towards Risk – Values   play a very important role, It 

has been observed hat the successful managers have a more pragmatic, interactive 

and dynamic progressive and achievement seeking values. The risk takers in the 

high-growth less-stable markets prefer to be the pioneers or innovators. They seek 

an early entry into new, untapped markets.  

 

 Impact of Past Strategies – A strategy made earlier may affect the current 

strategy too. Past strategies are the starting point of building up a new strategies 

 

 Time Constraints – There may be deadlines to be met. There may be a period of 

commitment, which would require a company to take immediate action.  

 

 Information Constraints – The choice of a strategy depends heavily on the 

availability of information. A company can deal with uncertainty and risks 
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depending on the availability of information at its disposal. Lesser the amount of 

information, greater the probability of risks.  

 

 Competitor’s Risk – It is important to weigh the strategic choices the competitors 

may have. A competitor who adopts a counter-strategy must be taken into account 

by the management. The likelihood of a competitor’s strength to react and its 

probable impact will influence the strategic choices. 
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Global Portfolio Management, also known as International Portfolio Management 

or Foreign Portfolio Management, refers to grouping of investment assets from 

international or foreign markets rather than from the domestic ones. The asset grouping 

in GPM mainly focuses on securities. The most common examples of Global Portfolio 

Management are: 

 Share purchase of a foreign company 

 Buying bonds that are issued by a foreign government 

 Acquiring assets in a foreign firm 

Factors Affecting Global Portfolio Investment  

Global Portfolio Management (GPM) requires an acute understanding of the market in 

which investment is to be made. The major financial factors of the foreign country are the 

factors affecting GPM. The following are the most important factors that influence GPM 

decisions. 

 

Tax Rates  

Tax rates on dividends and interest earned is a major influencer of GPM. Investors usually 

choose to invest in a country where the applied taxes on the interest earned or dividend 

13.  GLOBAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 
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acquired is low. Investors normally calculate the potential after-tax earnings they will 

secure from an investment made in foreign securities. 

Interest Rates 

High interest rates are always a big attraction for investors. Money usually flows to 

countries that have high interest rates. However, the local currencies must not weaken for 

long-term as well. 

Exchange Rates 

When investors invest in securities in an international country, their return is mostly 

affected by: 

 The apparent change in the value of the security. 

 The fluctuations in the value of currency in which security is managed. 

Investors usually shift their investment when the value of currency in a nation they invest 

weakens more than anticipated.  

Modes of Global Portfolio Management  

Foreign securities or depository receipts can be bought directly from a particular country’s 

stock exchange. Two concepts are important here which can be categorized as Portfolio 

Equity and Portfolio Bonds. These are supposed to be the best modes of GPM. A brief 

explanation is provided hereunder.  

Portfolio Equity   

Portfolio equity includes net inflows from equity securities other than those recorded as 

direct investment and including shares, stocks, depository receipts (American or global), 

and direct purchases of shares in local stock markets by foreign investors.  

Portfolio Bonds 

Bonds are normally medium to long-term investments. Investment in Portfolio Bond might 

be appropriate for you if: 

 You have additional funds to invest. 

 You seek income, growth potential, or a combination of the two. 

 You don’t mind locking your investment for five years, ideally longer.  

 You are ready to take some risk with your money. 

 You are a taxpayer of basic, higher, or additional-rate category. 

Global Mutual Funds 

Global mutual funds can be a preferred mode if the Investor wants to buy the shares of 

an internationally diversified mutual fund. In fact, it is helpful if there are open-ended 

mutual funds available for investment.  
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Closed-end Country Funds 

Closed-end funds invest in internationals securities against the portfolio. This is helpful 

because the interest rates may be higher, making it more profitable to earn money in that 

particular country. It is an indirect way of investing in a global economy. However, in such 

investments, the investor does not have ample scope for reaping the benefits of 

diversification, because the systematic risks are not reducible to that extent. 

Drawbacks of Global Portfolio Management 

Global Portfolio Management has its share of drawbacks too. The most important ones are 

listed below.  

 Unfavorable Exchange Rate Movement – Investors are unable to ignore the 

probability of exchange rate changes in a foreign country. This is beyond the control 

of the investors. These changes greatly influence the total value of foreign portfolio 

and the earnings from the investment. The weakening of currency reduces the 

value of securities as well. 

 

 Frictions in International Financial Market – There may be various kinds of 

market frictions in a foreign economy. These frictions may result from 

Governmental control, changing tax laws, and explicit or implicit transaction costs. 

The fact is governments actively seek to administer international financial flows. 

To do this, they use different forms of control mechanisms such as taxes on 

international flows of FDI and applied restrictions on the outflow of funds. 

 

 Manipulation of Security Prices: Government and powerful brokers can 

influence the security prices. Governments can heavily influence the prices by 

modifying their monetary and fiscal policies. Moreover, public sector institutions 

and banks swallow a big share of securities traded on stock exchanges. 

 

 Unequal Access to Information: Wide cross-cultural differences may be a 

barrier to GPM. It is difficult to disseminate and acquire the information by the 

international investors beforehand. If information is tough to obtain, it is difficult 
to act rationally and in a prudent manner. 
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The long-term advantages of doing international business in a particular country depend 

upon the following factors: 

 Size of the market demographically 

 The purchasing power of the consumers in that market   
 Nature of competition  

By considering the above-mentioned factors, firms can rank countries in terms of their 

attractiveness and profitability. The timing of entry into a nation is a very important 

factor. If a firm enters the market ahead of other firms, it may quickly develop a strong 

customer base for its products.  

There are seven major modes of entering an international market. In this chapter, we will 

take up each mode and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.  

Exporting 

An item produced in a domestic market can be sold abroad. Storing and processing is 

mainly done in the supplying firm’s home country. Export can increase the sales volume. 

When a firm receives canvassed items and exports them, it is called Passive Export.  

Alternately, if a strategic decision is taken to establish proper processes for organizing the 

export functions and for obtaining foreign sales, it is known as Active Export. 

 Advantages: Low investment; Less risks  

    

 Disadvantages: Unknown market; No control over foreign market; Lack of 

information about external environment 

Licensing 

In this mode of entry, the manufacturer of the home country leases the right of intellectual 

properties, i.e., technology, copyrights, brand name, etc., to a manufacturer of a foreign 

country for a predetermined fee. The manufacturer that leases is known as the licensor 

and the manufacturer of the country that gets the license id known as the licensee. 

 Advantages: Low investment of licensor; Low financial risk of licensor; Licensor 

can investigate the foreign market; Licensee’s investment in R&D is low; Licensee 

does not bear the risk of product failure; Any international location can be chosen 

to enjoy the advantages; No obligations of ownership, managerial decisions, 

investment etc. 

 

 Disadvantages: Limited opportunities for both parties involved; Both parties have 

to manage product quality and promotion; One party’s dishonesty can affect the 

other; Chances of misunderstanding; Chances of trade secrets leakage of the 
licensor. 

14.  IB – MODES OF ENTRY  
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Franchising 

In this mode, an independent firm called the franchisee does the business using the name 

of another company called the franchisor. In franchising, the franchisee has to pay a fee 

or a fraction of profit to the franchisor. The franchisor provides the trademarks, operating 

process, product reputation and marketing, HR and operational support to the franchisee. 

Note: The Entrepreneur magazine’s top ranker in "The 2015 Franchise 500" is Hampton 

Hotels. It has 2,000 hotels in 16 countries. 

 Advantages: Low investment; Low risk; Franchisor understands market culture, 

customs and environment of the host country; Franchisor learns more from the 

experience of the franchisees; Franchisee gets the R&D and brand name with low 

cost; Franchisee has no risk of product failure. 

 

 Disadvantages: Franchising can be complicated at times; Difficult to control; 

Reduced market opportunities for both franchisee and franchisor; Responsibilities 

of managing product quality and product promotion for both; Leakage of trade 
secrets 

Turnkey Project 

It is a special mode of carrying out international business. It is a contract under which a 

firm agrees – for a remuneration – to fully carry out the design, create, and equip the 

production facility and shift the project over to the purchaser when the facility is 

operational.  

Mergers & Acquisitions 

In Mergers & Acquisitions, a home company may merge itself with a foreign company to 

enter an international business. Alternatively, the home company may buy a foreign 

company and acquire the foreign company’s ownership and control. M&A offers quick 

access to international manufacturing facilities and marketing networks. 

 Advantages: Immediate ownership and control over the acquired firm’s assets; 

Probability of earning more revenues; The host country may benefit by escaping 

optimum capacity level or overcapacity level  

 

 Disadvantages: Complex process and requires experts from both countries; No 

addition of capacity to the industry; Government restrictions on acquisition of local 

companies may disrupt business; Transfer of problems of the host country’s to the 
acquired company. 

Joint Venture 

When two or more firms join together to create a new business entity, it is called a joint 

venture. The uniqueness in a joint venture is its shared ownership. Environmental factors 

like social, technological, economic and political environments may encourage joint 

ventures.  

 Advantages: Joint ventures provide significant funds for major projects; Sharing 

of risks between or among partners; Provides skills, technology, expertise, 

marketing to both parties. 
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 Disadvantages: Conflicts may develop; Delay in decision-making of one affects 

the other party and it may be costly; The venture may collapse due to the entry 

of competitors and the changes in the partner’s strength; Slow decision-making 
due to the involvement of two or more decision-makers. 

Wholly Owned Subsidiary 

Wholly Owned Subsidiary is a company whose common stock is fully owned by another 

company, known as the parent company. A wholly owned subsidiary may arise through 

acquisition or by a spin-off from the parent company. 
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Every international business firm has to face various issues related to organizational 

policies. These organizational issues are to be addressed carefully in order to keep the 

business healthy and profitable. Although there are numerous issues, both small and big, 

we will primarily concentrate only on the major issues that need to be addressed. 

Centralization vs. Decentralization 

Centralization is the systematic and consistent reservation of authority at central points 

in the organization. In centralization, the decision-making capability lies with a few 

selected employees. The implications of centralization are 

 Decision making power is reserved at the top level. 

 Operating authority lies with the mid-level managers. 
 Operation at lower level is directed by the top level. 

Almost every important decision and operational activities at the lower level are taken by 

the top management.  

Decentralization is a systematic distribution of authority at all levels of management.  In 

a decentralized entity, major decisions are taken by the top management to build the 

policies concerning the entire organization. Remaining authority is delegated to the mid- 

and lower-level managers. 

Use of Subsidiary Board of Directors 

International firms, especially the fully-owned ones, usually have a board of directors to 

oversee and direct the top-level management. The major responsibilities of board-

members are to: 

 Advice, approve, and appraise local management. 

 Help the management unit in providing response to local conditions. 

 Assist the top management in strategic planning. 

 Supervise the firm’s ethical issues. 

Organizational Structures 

Any international business organization, depending on its requirements and operations, 

would have an organization structure to streamline all its processes. In this section, we 

will try to understand some of the major types of organizational structures.  

Initial Division Structures  

Initial division structures are common in subsidiaries, export firms, and on-site 

manufacturers. Subsidiaries that follow this kind of organization structure include firms 

where the main export is expertise, for example, consultants and financial firms. Export 

firms include those having technologically advanced products and manufacturing units.  

Companies having on-site manufacturing operations follow this structure to cut down 

their costs.  

15.  IB – ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES 
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International Division Structure 

This structure is built to handle all international operations by a division created for control. 

It is often adopted by firms that are still in the development stages of international 

business operations. 

Advantages 

 International attitude gets the attention of top management 
 United approach to international operations 

Disadvantages 

 Separates domestic managers from their international counterparts 

 Difficulty in ideating and acting strategically and in allocating resources globally 
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Global Product Division 

Global product divisions include domestic divisions that are allowed to take global 

responsibility for product groups. These divisions operate as profit centers. 

Advantages 

 Helps manage product, technology, customer diversity 

 Ability to cater to local needs 

 Marketing, production, and finance gets a coordinated approach on a product-by-
product, global basis 

Disadvantages  

 Duplication of facilities and staff personnel within divisions 

 Division manager gets attracted to geographic prospects and neglects long-term 

goals 
 Division managers spending huge to tap local, not international markets 
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Global Area Division 

Global area division structure is used for operations that are controlled on a geographic 

rather than a product basis. Firms in mature businesses with select product lines use it. 

Advantages  

 International operations and domestic operations remain at the same level 

 Global division managers manage business operations in selected geographic area 

 Ability to reduce cost per unit and price competitively 

Disadvantages  

 Difficult to align product emphasis in a geographically oriented manner. 
 New R&D efforts are often ignored, as sale in mature market is where the focus is. 
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Global Functional Division 

This structure is to primarily organize global operations based on function; product 

orientation is secondary for firms using global function division structure. 

Advantages 

 It emphasizes on functional leadership, centralized-control, and leaner managerial 

staff 

 

 Favorable for firms that require a tight, centralized coordination and control over 

integrated production mechanisms 

 

 Helps those firms that need to transport products and raw materials between 
geographic areas 

Disadvantages 

 Not suitable for all types of businesses. Applicable to only oil and mining firms 

 

 Difficult to coordinate manufacturing and marketing processes 

 

 Managing multiple product lines can be challenging, as production and marketing 
are not integrated. 
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Mixed Matrix 

This structure combines global product, area, and functional arrangements and it has a 

cross-cutting committee structure. 

Advantages 

 Can be designed to meet individual needs 
 Promotes an integrated strategic approach tailored to local needs and priorities 

Disadvantages 

 Complex structure, coordinating and getting everyone to work toward common 

goals becomes difficult. 

 
 Too many independent groups in the structure 
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Control mechanisms play an important role in any business organization, without which 

the roles of managers get constrained. Control is required for achieving the goals in a 

predefined manner because it provides the instruments which influence the performance 

and decision-making process of  an organization. Control is in fact concerned with the 

regulations applied to the activities within an organization to attain expected results in 

establishing policies, plans, and practices. 

Control mechanisms can be set according to functions, product attributes, geographical 

attributes, and the overall strategic and financial objectives.  

Objectives of Control  

There are three major objectives for having a control mechanism in an international firm. 

They are: 

 To get data and clues for the top management for monitoring, evaluating, and 

adjusting their decisions and operational objectives.   

 

 To get clues based on which common objectives can be set to get optimum 

coordination among units. 

 

 To evaluate the performance metrics of managers at each level. 

 

In 1916, Henri Fayol defined management control as follows: 

“Control of an undertaking consists of seeing that everything is being carried out 

in accordance with the plan which has been adopted, the orders which have been 

given, and the principles which have been laid down. Its object is to point out 

mistakes in order that they may be rectified and prevented from recurring” 

Types of Control Mechanisms 

There are various modes of control. The most influential ones are the following: 

Personal Controls 

Personal controls are achieved via personal contact with the subordinates. It is the most 

widely used type of control mechanism in small firms for providing direct supervision of 

operational and employee management. Personal control is used to construct relationship 

processes between managers at different levels of employees in multinational companies. 

CEOs of international firms may use a set of personal control policies to influence the 

behavior of the subordinates. 

16.  IB – CONTROL MECHANISMS 
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Bureaucratic Controls  

These are associated with the inherent bureaucracy in an international firm. This control 

mechanism is composed of some system of rules and procedure to direct and influence 

the actions of sub-units.   

The most common example of bureaucratic control is found in case of capital spending 

rules that require top management’s approval when it exceeds a certain limit.  

Output Controls  

Output Controls are used to set goals for the subsidiaries to achieve the targeted outputs 

in various departments. Output control is an important part of international business 

management because a company’s efficiency is relative to bureaucratic control.  

The major criteria for judging output controls include productivity, profitability, growth, 

market share, and quality of products.   

Cultural Controls  

Corporate culture is a key for deriving maximum output and profitability and hence cultural 

control is a very important attribute to measure the overall efficiency of a firm. It takes 

form when employees of the firm try to adopt the norms and values preached by the firm. 

Employees usually tend to control their own behavior following the cultural control norms 

of the firm. Hence, it reduces the dependence on direct supervision when applied well. In 

a firm with a strong culture, self-control flourishes automatically, which in turn reduces 

the need for other types of control mechanisms.  

Approaches to Control Mechanisms  

There are seven major approaches for controlling a business organization. These are 

discussed below: 

Market Approach  

The market approach says that the external market forces shape the control mechanism  

and the behavior of the management within the organizational units of an MNC. Market 

approach is applied in any organization having a decentralized culture. In such 

organizations, transfer prices are negotiated openly and freely. The decision-making 

process in this approach is largely directed and governed by the market forces. 

Rules Approach 

The rules approach applies to a rules-oriented organization where a greater part of 

decision-making is applied  to strongly impose the organizational rules and procedures. It 

requires highly developed plan and budget systems with extensive formal reporting. Rules 

approach of control utilizes both the input and output controls in an organized and 

exclusively formalized manner.        
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Corporate Culture Approach 

In organizations that follow the corporate culture approach, the employees internalize the 

goals by building a strong set of values. This value-syndication influences the operational 

mechanism of the organization.  It has been observed that even when some organizations 

have strong norms of behavioural controls, they are informal and less explicit. Corporate 

culture approach requires more time to bring the aimed changes or adjustments in an 

organization. 

Reporting Culture 

Reporting culture is a powerful control mechanism. It is used while allocating resources  

or while the top management wants to monitor the performance of the firm and the 

employees. Rewarding the personnel is a common practice in such approaches of control. 

However, to get the maximum out of reporting approach, the reports must be frequent, 

correct, and useful. 

Visits to Subsidiaries 

Visiting the subsidiaries is a common control approach. The disadvantage is that all the 

information cannot be exchanged via visits. Corporate staff usually and frequently visit 

subsidiaries to confer and socialize with the local management. Visits can enable the 

visitors to collect information about the firm which allows them to offer advice and 

directives.  

Management Performance Evaluation 

Management performance Evaluation is used to evaluate the subsidiary managers for the 

subsidiary’s performance. However, as decision-making authority is different from the 

operational managers, some aspects of control cannot be managed via this approach. Slow 

growth rates of firms and risky economical and political environment requires this kind of 

approach. 

Cost and Accounting Comparisons  

Cost and Accounting Comparisons is a financial approach. It arises due to the difference 

in expenditure among various units of the subsidiaries. A meaningful comparison of the 

operating performances of the units is necessary to get the full output from this approach. 

Cost accounting comparisons use a set of rules that are applicable to the home country 

principles to meet local reporting requirements.  

Constraints of Control Approaches 

Control mechanisms can never be uniform in every country. International firms have to 

face severe constraints based on which they modify their control mechanisms in every 

country. Here is a list of major constraints that affect an organization in setting its 

managerial control mechanism:    

 Distance – Geographical distances and various forms of cultural disparities is a big 

constraint of control systems. Nowadays, email and fax transmissions have 

replaced the human communication, changing the meaning of distance among units 

and employees of an organization. 
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 Diversity – It is hard to apply a common control system to everyone due to 

diversity. It requires the managers to be locally responsive to address the needs of 

the country in which the firm operates. Diverse attributes may exist in the form of  

labor, cost, currency, economic factors, business standards, etc.  

 

 Degree of Uncertainty – Data relating to the reporting mechanism may be 

inaccurate and incomplete, raising serious challenges to control mechanisms.  Due 

to uncertainities, control mechanisms must focus on setting goals and developing 
plans to meet the goals. 
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It is an important part of every business organization to measure the performance of both 

employees and the firm as a whole. We will, however, restrict our focus on organizational 

performance measurement. The standard process of measuring the performance of a 

global business is as shown in the following diagram: 

 

 

 

The prominent features of each stage are discussed below.  

Establish Standard of Performance  

Standard of performance is applicable to cost, quality, and customer service. More than 

one standard  may be necessary because they reflect expected levels of various units of 

the manufacturing performance. This includes process yields, product quality, overhead 

spending levels, etc.  

Measure Actual Performance  

To measure actual performance, the use of automated data collection systems is 

suggested to gather information. A standard cost measurement system includes man-

hours, machine-hours, and material usage.  

17.  IB – PERFORMANCE ISSUES  
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Analyze the Performance and Compare it with standards  

There must be some set standards to compare the actual performance. The standards 

should be realistic and achievable. The results of the comparison can be used to apply 

further rules, targets, and reporting. 

Construct  and Implement an Action Plan  

Constructing and implementing an action plan is key to success. Variance analysis can 

be used to detect potential problem areas. Finding the source of the problem and 

improving the situation may be useful. Its effectiveness depends on the management’s 

adaptability to the information obtained. 

Review and Revise Standards  

Review and revise is an important step, as modern organizations are in a constant state 

of change. If the variances are significant, the performance standards can be adjusted. 

Effective Performance Measurement must be integrated with the overall strategy. This 

step requires various financial and non-financial indicators. 

Effective Performance Measurement System  

For getting an effective performance measurement system: 

 The measurement objectives must be owned and supported throughout the 

organization.  

 

 The process must be applied top-down for maximum benefits. The measures 

applied must be fair and achievable. 

 

 The measurement system and the reporting structure must be simple, clear, and 

recognizable.  

 

 The firms need to prioritize and focus to address only the key performance 
indicators. 

Performance Evaluation System  

A performance evaluation system must contain periodic review of operations so that the 

objectives of the firm are accomplished. It is important to have the accounting information 

to evaluate domestic and foreign operations’ costs and profitabilities.  

It is not all that simple to measure the performance of an individual, a division, a 

subsidiary, or even a company as a whole. It is a lengthy and hectic process. The objectives 

of performance evaluation are to: 

 Find the economic performance of the firm 

 Analyze each unit’s management performance 

 Monitor the progress of objectives, including the strategic goals 
 Assist in appropriate allocation of resources  
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Financial and Non-Financial Measures of Evaluation 

ROI (Return on Investment): ROI is the most common method to evaluate the 

performance of an international firm. It shows the relationship between profit to invested 

capital and encompasses almost all important factors related to performance. An improved 

ROI can act as a logical motivator of the managers.  

Budget as Success Indicator: Budget is an accepted tool for measuring and controlling 

the operations. It is also used to forecast future operations. A budget is a clearly expressed 

set of objectives that guide the managers to set their individual performance standards.  

A good local or regional budget helps the company to facilitate its strategic planning 

process smoothly. 

Non-Financial Measures: The major non-financial measures that can be used to 

evaluate performance are: Market Share, Exchange Variations, Quality Control, 

Productivity Improvement, and Percentage of Sales. 

Types of Performance Evaluation Systems 

Performance evaluation systems can be of the following types: 

 Budget Programming: Budget programming is prepared for operational planning 

and financial control. It is an easy-to-calculate system to evaluate the variance. It 

is used to measure the current performance in relation to some comparable 

performance metric from the past. 

 

 Management Audit: It is an extended form of financial audit system which 

monitors the quality of management decisions in financial operations. It is used for 

appraisal and performing audit for management. 

  

 Programme Evaluation Review Technique (PERT): Based on CPM, PERT 

delineates a given project or program into network of activities or sub-activities. 

The goal is to optimize the time spent by the managers. In this process, 

performance is measured by comparing the scheduled time and the cost allocated 

with the actual time and the cost. 

 

 Management Information System (MIS): MIS is an ongoing system designed 

to plan, monitor, control, appraise, and redirect the management towards pre-

defined targets and goals. It is a universally acceptable practice which encompasses 
the financial, budgeting, audit and control systems of the PERT. 
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Unit 4: Business Operations   
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Production is the core of any business organization having its operations on an 

international scale. International business firms must look closely at production factors for 

profitability and sustainability. Production refers to manufacturing, acquiring, and 

developing products for the business market.  

Factors that Affect Production 

There are three major areas an international organization must focus on in order to 

increase its production efficiency. They are: 

 Facility Location 

 Scale of Operation  
 Cost of Production  

We will look into each of them in the following sections. 

Facility or Location 

The facility or location refers to the appropriate location for the manufacturing facility; it 

should have optimum access to customers, workers, transportation, etc.  

The main goal of an organization is to satisfy and delight customers with its product and 

services. The manufacturing unit plays a major role in this direction. One of the most 

important factors for determining the success of a manufacturing unit is its location. 

To get commercial success and retain its competitive advantage, any international 

business firm would pay attention to the following critical factors while choosing its 

business location:  

 Customer Proximity – Customer proximity is important to reduce transportation 

cost and time.  

 

 Business Area – Having other manufacturing units of similar products around the  

business area is conducive for facility establishment. 

 

 Availability of Skilled labor – There should be skilled labor available in and 

around the facility location.  

 

 Free Trade Zone – Free-trade zones usually promote and augment the 

establishment of manufacturing facility by offering incentives in custom duties and 

applicable levies. 

  

 Suppliers: Continuous availability and quality supply of the raw materials 

influences in determining the location of production facility. 

 

 Environmental Policy: As pollution control is very important, understanding of 

environmental policy for the facility location is critical. 

18.  IB – PRODUCTION ISSUES 
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Scale of Operations 

Scale is the synonym for size in business. Business organizations can leverage on their 

size by making dealings, favorable terms, and volume-discounts with other firms.  

Operating the business at scale means allocating and optimizing resources to get the 

greatest results and volume in all market segments. It is linked with optimization, not 

duplication, of efforts. Keeping costs under control while increasing the sales offers the 

opportunity for reducing costs and acquiring new customers, and more market share, 

without lowering the average margin (economies of scale). 

Small-Scale Business – Also termed a small business, a small-scale business employs a 

small number of workers and does not have a high volume of sales. The U.S. Small 

Business Administration states that small-scale businesses have fewer than 500 

employees. Financially, a non-manufacturing small-scale business is one that earns below 

or equal to $7 million a year. 

Large-Scale Business – Based on the home country and the industry, a small-scale 

company usually employs between 250 and 1,500 people. Anything above that is a large-

scale company.  

Economies of Scale – It refers to the cost advantages that a business obtains due to its 

size, output, or scale of operation. Usually, cost per unit generally decreases with the 

increasing scale, as fixed costs are spread out over more products. 

Cost of Production 

It is a cost incurred by a company in manufacturing a product or delivering a service. 

Production costs depend on raw material and labor. To determine the cost of production 

per unit, the cost of production is divided by the total number of units produced. It is 

important to know the cost of production to better price an item or a service and to decide 

its total cost to the company.  

Cost of production includes both Fixed and Variable Costs.  

 Fixed costs do not change with the level of output. They usually include rents, 

insurance, depreciation, and set-up costs. Fixed costs are also known as overhead 

cost. 

 

 Variable costs refer to those costs which vary with the level of output, and are 

also known as direct costs or avoidable costs. Examples include fuel, raw 
materials, and labor costs. 

Make-or-Buy Decisions 

Make-or-buy decisions are taken to arrive at a strategic choice between manufacturing an 

item internally (in-house) or buying it externally (from an external supplier). The buy side 

of the decision is also known as outsourcing. Make-or-buy decisions of a firm is important 

when it has developed a product or part – or significantly modified a product or part – but 

is having problems with the current suppliers, or has decreasing capacity or changing 

demand. 

The major reasons for manufacturing an item in house includes the following: 

 Cost attributes (less expensive to make) 
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 Intentions to integrate the operations 

 Productive use of excess plant capacity (using present idle capacity) 

 For  direct control over production / quality 

 When design secrecy is applicable to protect proprietary technology 

 Unreliable / incompetent suppliers 

 Very small quantity of production  

 Controlling lead time, transportation, warehousing costs 
 Political, social, or environmental pressure 

Buy decisions are applicable under the following conditions:  

 Insufficient local expertise 

 Cost considerations (less expensive) 

 Small-volume requirements 

 Limited production or insufficient capacity 

 Intentions to maintain a multiple-source policy 

 Indirect managerial control factors 

 Procurement and inventory factors 
 Brand preference 
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Globalization is changing the way the international firms used to deal with their supply 

chain networks. This is happening because companies are actively seeking to compete and 

gain market share. Global companies nowadays manage multiple supply chains, not only 

to deliver goods on time, but to meet diverse customer and supplier wants related with 

pricing and packaging. Personalizing the offerings for various customer clusters is 

necessary to address these issues.  

Volatility of markets, economic contractions and mediocre recovery cycles influence 

distribution, manufacturing, invoicing and sourcing. Reaching out to encompass new 

markets brings complex taxation, invoicing and localization burdens. Moreover, dispersed 

segments of markets ask for different pricing models and services. Hence, optimizing the 

supply chain is necessary to stay competitive. 

Globalization and its Effect on Supply Chain 

Many businesses tend to apply outdated processes and technologies to global supply chain 

operations. Many times, available systems are not compatible with the modern demands. 

Lack of understanding of current situations and contemporary supply chain can be 

disastrous. It can result in a rise in costs and decreased efficiency. With the expansion of 

logistics, the ability to quickly estimate the cost and service implications must increase. 

An optimized global supply chain can help a company in the following areas:   

 Reduced Costs – Companies accessing information relating to suppliers make 

better procurement decisions. Online supplier and buyer community management 

can reduce supplier sourcing and procurement costs. 

 

 Increased Transparency – Being a single point of access for supplier information 

as well as buyer-supplier communities is important. International supply chain 

operators can locate reliable suppliers regardless of location preferences with a 

global approach and transparent policy. 

 

 Lower Risk – An optimized supply chain lets the supplier meet financial, legal, 

safety, quality, and environmental regulations. As the regulations differ widely, 

flexibility becomes the key to risk management. 

 

 Support Legacy & New Products – Contemporary global supply chains require 

a billing partner and a supplier settlement platform. The platform needs to take 

care of taxation, invoicing and other crucial functions. It must encompass multiple 

fluid business-models to let the company reach international markets. 

 

 Solutions to Global Supply Chain Challenges – While looking for growth and 

quick expansion, companies must consider deeply about what their current supply 

chains are capable of. They must assess whether their capabilities are enough to 

meet global competition. In order to support the existing and future business 

objectives, companies must reconsider the management processes and implement 
best practices which are more flexible. 

19.  IB – SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES 
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Global Marketing combines the promotion and selling of goods and services with an 

increasingly interdependent and integrated global economy. It makes the companies 

stateless and without walls.  

The 4P's of Marketing – product, price, place, and promotion – pose many challenges 

when applied to global marketing. We take each one of the P’s individually and try to find 

out the issues related with them. 

Global Marketing Mix: Consumer Products 

The product and service mix is one of the most important ingredients for the global 

marketer today. The diverse demand for products and services in the era of globalization 

is mind-blowing. Presence of industrialized and emerging markets, increasing purchasing 

power, and the growth of Internet has made the customers aware, smart, and more 

demanding. The result is a greater competition between firms.  

Here are the important factors to consider when going global with a product or service. 

 

Product Mix: Important Factors for Consideration when Going Global 

 

The global consumer makes purchasing decisions to get the best quality products at the 

most affordable price. They have information available in abundance, thanks to the 

Internet. Therefore, innovation takes center-stage to gain adequate attention from 

potential consumers.   

A global marketer must be flexible enough to modify the attributes of its products in 

order to adapt to the legal, economic, political, technological or climatic needs of a local 

market.  Overall, global marketing requires the firms to have available and specific 

processes for product adaptation for success in new markets. 

20.  GLOBAL MARKETING MIX 
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Culture can differentiate a standardized product from an adapted one. Making cultural 

changes in product attributes is like introducing a new product in your home country. The 

product should meet the needs, tastes, and patterns that are permitted by the market 

culture.  

Lastly, it is essential to understand that a product or service is not just one "thing." It 

should be seen as a part of the whole marketing mix so that a great synergy can be built 

among different strategies and actions. 

Global Marketing Mix: Price 

Pricing is a crucial part of the marketing mix for international firms. Pricing techniques 

play a critical role when a company wants to penetrate into a market and expand its 

operations.   

Drivers in Foreign Market Pricing 

The most important factors that decide the prices are labelled the 4 C’s: 

 Company (costs, company goals) 

 Customers (price sensitivity, segments, consumer preferences) 

 Competition (market structure and intensity of competition) 
 Channels (of distribution) 

International Pricing Challenges 

Global firms face the following challenges while pricing their products and services to suit 

the requirements of international market: 

 Export Price Escalation – Exporting includes more steps and higher risks than 

domestic sale. To make up for shipping, insurance and tariffs, and foreign retail 

prices, the export price may be much higher than domestic country. It is important 

to know whether external customers are willing to pay an additional price for the 

products/services and whether the pricing will be competitive in that market. If 

both answers are negative, then there are two approaches. One is to find a way to 

decrease the export price, and the second is to position the product as an exclusive 

or premium brand. 

 

 Inflation – Intense and uncontrolled inflation can be a huge obstacle for MNCs. If 

inflation rates are rampant, setting prices and controlling costs require full 

dedication of marketing and financial divisions. Some alternatives to counter 

inflation include changing the components of products or their packaging, procuring 

raw materials from low-cost suppliers and shortening credit terms, etc. 

 

 Currency Movements – Exchange rates being unstable, setting a price strategy 

that can get rid of fluctuations gets difficult. Key considerations include what 

proportion of exchange rate gain or loss should be transferred to customers (the 

pass-through issue), and finding which currency price quotes are given in. 

 

 Transfer Pricing – Transfer prices are the charges for transactions that involve 

trade of raw materials, components, finished products, or services. Transfer pricing 

include stakeholders, such as the company, local managers, host governments, 

domestic governments, and joint-venture partners. Tax regimes, local conditions, 

imperfections, joint venture partners and the morale of managers affect transfer 

pricing.  
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 Anti-dumping Regulations – Dumping occurs when imports are sold at an unfair 

and very low price. Recently countries have adopted anti-dumping laws to protect 

their local industries. Anti-dumping laws should be considered when deciding global 

prices.  

 

 Price Coordination – Price coordination is the relationship between prices charged 

in different countries. It is an important consideration while deciding the global 

pricing model. Price coordination includes the following factors: Nature of 

customers, Product differentiation amount, Nature of distribution channels, 

Competition type, Market Integration, Internal organizational characteristics, and 

Government regulations. 

 

 Countertrade – Countertrades are unconventional trade-financing transactions 

including non-cash compensation. A monetary valuation can however be used in 

countertrade for accounting purposes. In dealings between sovereign states, the 

term bilateral trade is generally used. Examples include clearing arrangements, 
buybacks, counter purchases, switch trading, and offsets.  

 

Cost-based Pricing vs. Value-based Pricing 

Global Marketing Mix: Promotion 

Promotion comes into picture when a global company wants to communicate its offering 

to potential customers. How an organization chooses to promote its products and services 

can have a direct and substantial impact on its sales.  

Advertising and Culture  

Advertising can create a popular culture and a culture may influence the ad as well. 

Culture’s impact in advertising is prevalent, especially in culturally-sensitive issues like 

religion and politics.  
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Setting a Budget  

A global marketer can consider budgeting rules such as percentage of sales (creating 

budget as a percentage of sales revenues), competitive parity (taking competitor’s ad 

spending as a benchmark), or objective-and-task (treating promotional efforts to achieve 

stated objectives). Global markets use three approaches to reach allocation decisions:  

 In bottom-up budgeting, the units independently determine the market budget 

and request resources from headquarters.  

 

 In top-down budgeting, the headquarters set a total budget and split up the 

resources.  

 

 Decisions may also be made at a regional level and submitted to the headquarters 
for their approval. 

Promotional Strategy  

When global marketers choose a standardized approach, the same global campaign is 

applied throughout all countries.  

 Advantages – Achieving economies of scale in ad campaigns to reduce cost, 

maintaining a consistent brand image.  

 

 Barriers – Cultural differences resulting in negative or ineffective consumer 

response, advertising laws and regulations, variations in degree of marketing 
development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessing Global Media Decisions  

Global media decisions are a big concern for global firms. The media buying patterns vary 

across countries. A global marketer must find the best media channels in a market. 

 

 

 

The NIH Syndrome: A Barrier to Standardized Approach 

 

“Not Invented Here” syndrome occurs when agencies or business subsidiaries reject 

using a standardized campaign simply because they did not invent or come up with the 

campaign. 

Cultural Effect 

Procter & Gamble had problems advertising the Pert Plus shampoo in Saudi Arabia, 

where only veiled women can be shown in TV commercials. The company had to show 

the face of a veiled woman, and the hair of another from the back.  
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Ad Regulations  

Foreign regulations on advertisements may be present in a specific country. Research of 

the laws in the country of operation is necessary before developing a campaign, to avoid 

legal implications and waste of time and money. 

Choosing an Agency  

Choosing an ad agency may prove more effective due to their understanding of the country 

and market they are doing business in.  

Other Communication Options  

Sales events, direct marketing, sponsorships, mobile marketing, product placement, viral 

marketing, and public relations and publicity are also applicable.  

Globally Integrated Marketing Communications (GIMC) 

A GIMC is a system of promotional management that coordinates global communications 

- horizontally (from country to country) and vertically (promotion tools). GIMC is meant 

to harmonize the promotional and communication disciplines in every way. All 

communication vehicles may be integrated so that they convey the single idea to all 

concerned in a unified voice.  

Global Marketing Mix: Distribution 

In order to be successful in a global market, a marketer must make its products and 

accessible to customers at all costs. Distribution channels make up the "place" in the 4 P’s 

of the marketing mix (along with Product, Price, and Promotion).  

Distribution Processes and Structures 

The distribution process deals with product handling and distribution, the passage of 

ownership (title), and the buy and sell negotiations. 

Negotiations take place between the producers and the middlemen and then between the 

middlemen and the customers.  

Traditionally, import-oriented distribution structures relied on a system where 

importers controlled a fixed supply of goods. The marketing was based on the idea of 

limited suppliers, high prices, and smaller number of customers. Today, the import-

oriented model is hardly used. Channel structures have become more advanced with 

overall development.  

Distribution Patterns  

To understand a foreign distribution system, marketers should never believe that it is the 

same as the domestic one. Many distribution patterns exist in retailing and wholesaling. 

Size, patterns, direct marketing, and the resistance to change affect the composure of 

distribution channels.  

 Retail size and pattern – Company’s may either sell to large, dominant retailers 

directly or distribute to smaller retailers.  
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 Direct marketing – The challenge in underdeveloped nations is handled through 

direct marketing. Direct marketing occurs when consumers are targeted through 

mail, telephone, email, or door-to-door selling. This process also doesn’t take 
retailer and wholesaler types into consideration. 

Choosing Your Middleman 

The channel process starts with manufacturing and ends with the final sale to the 

customer. It is most likely to counter many different middlemen in the process. There are 

three types of middlemen in distribution channels: 

 Home-Country Middlemen – They provide marketing and distribution services 

from a domestic base in the home country. The parties usually relegate the foreign-

market distribution to others; including manufacturer or global retailers, export 

management companies, or trading companies.  

 

 Foreign-Country Middlemen: For a greater control, foreign-country middlemen 

are hired who can create a shorter channel and have more market expertise. 

 

 Government-Affiliated Middlemen:  Government-affiliated middlemen are 
often responsible in distribution for the government’s use. 

Factors Affecting Choice of Channels 

Channel of distribution or middlemen selection must precede the understanding of the 

characteristics of the foreign market and the established common system there. The major 

factors to consider while choosing a particular channel are:  

 The specific target market within and across countries. 

 The goals in terms of volume, market share, and profit margin. 

 The financial and organizational commitments.  
 Control of the length and characteristics of the channels. 

Application of 4 P’s 

The following illustration depicts the global marketing mix of McDonald’s. It shows how 

McDonald’s varies its marketing strategy according to the requirements of different local 

markets.  
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Foreign Investment by International Companies 

The proliferation of MNCs began 200 years back, but then, foreign investments were quite 

limited. Investments were made through portfolio and long-term Greenfield or joint 

venture investments were low. Globalization, however, has led MNCs to become more 

dominant players in the global economy.  

The end of the cold war that brought the idea of liberalization of the developing markets 

and opening of their economies has played a major role in international investments. With 

the vanishing of foreign investment barriers, privatization of the state economic 

organizations and development of FDI policies, MNCs have started investing aggressively.  

 

FDI has become by far the single largest component of the net capital inflows. It also has 

effects on the human capital of the economies. Countries benefit substantially from the 

investment. Investments in developing countries have integrated the developing 

economies with other countries of the world. This is often referred to as economic 

openness.  

Note: Seventy percent of world trade is controlled by just 500 of the largest industrial 

corporations. In 2002, the combined sales volume of the top 200 companies was 

equivalent to 28% of the overall GDP of the world. 

21.  IB – FINANCIAL ASPECTS  
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International Investment Outcomes  

International corporations have shaped the global economy in the 20th century. Now, any of the 

world’s Top 100 or global companies exceed the GDP of many nations. The MNCs are also creating 

most of the output and employment opportunities in the world.  

The MNCs have started building local relationships and establishing a strong local presence through 

FDI’s to benefit from different advantages, where the countries focusing on getting more FDI 

investment have become busy with giving MNCs more freedom and assistance in seeking economic 

cooperation with them.  

As the importance MNCs in the global economy increases, companies have been both criticized and 

appreciated. The growing shares of MNCs in developing economies and the impact of their decisions 

in overall economic conditions of the host countries have been under review.  

 Cons – MNCs are mainly criticized for disappearance of domestic players due to their global 

brand, use of latest technology, marketing and management skills, and economies of scale 

which domestic firms cannot compete with. MNCs have also been criticized for controlling 
the domestic economic policies and taking actions against the developing country’s national 
interests.  
 

 Pros – The investments have brought technological and managerial assets to developing 
countries. Employment with a better-trained labor force, a higher national income, more 
innovations, and enhanced competitiveness are some of the positive contributions of MNCs 
to developing countries.  

Factors for Investment Decisions 

MNCs want to minimize the cost and maximize their economies of scale. They invest in different 

locations to operate better in their home base. It motivates firms to expand and invest abroad and 

become multinational. Looking for new markets, want of cheaper raw materials, and managerial 

knowledge or technology and cheaper production are the major motivations for global expansion.  

International companies want the perfect mix of the factors for finding "where to invest". Labor costs 

and skill and educational levels of workforce, the purchasing power of the market and proximity to 

other markets are considered while making an investment decision.  

 

 

 Source: EuropaBio 

factors Affecting Investment Decisions 

Factors 

Percentage of 

companies that 

believe factor is 

important 

Market Opportunity 100% 

Patent Protection 85% 

Regulatory Environment 60% 

Competitor Pressure 60% 

Consumer Acceptance 55% 

Availability of Skilled labor 40% 

Technology Transfer mechanisms 35% 

Availability of Equity Capital 20% 

Scale and Quality of Public R & D 15% 

Access to Innovative Suppliers 80% 
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Funding the International Business 

Funding is the act of acquiring resources, either money (financing) or other values such 

as effort or time (sweat equity), for a project, a person, a business, or any other private or 

public institution. The soliciting and gathering process of funds is called fundraising.  

Economically, funds are invested as capital by lenders in the markets and are taken up as 

loans by borrowers. There are two ways how capital can end up at the borrower 

 Lending via a middleman is an example of indirect finance.  
 Direct lending to a borrower is called direct finance. 

An international business depends on its capital structure to find the best debt-to-equity 

ratio of the funding to maximize value. There must be a balance between the ideal debt-

to-equity ranges to minimize the firm's cost of capital. Theoretically, debt financing 

generally is least costly due to its tax deductibility. However, it is not the optimal structure 

as a company's risk generally increases as debt increases. 

Sources of Funds 

 Export-Import Banks – These banks provide two types of loans: Direct loans to 

foreign buyers of exports, and Intermediary loans to responsible parties, such as 

foreign government-lending agencies which then re-lend to foreign buyers of 

capital goods and related services.  

 

 With-in company loans – New companies raise funds through external sources, 

such as shares, debentures, loans, public deposits, etc., while an existing firm can 

generate funds through retained earnings. 

 

 Eurobonds – International bonds are denominated in a currency of non-native 

country where it is issued. This is good in providing capital to MNCs and foreign 

governments. London is the center of the Eurobond market, but Eurobonds may be 

traded throughout the world. 

 

 International equity markets – International businesses can issue new shares 

in a foreign market. Shares are the most common tool for raising long-term funds 

from the market. All companies, except those that are limited by a guarantee, have 

a statutory right to issue shares. 

 

 International Finance Corporation: Loans from specialized financial institutions 

and development banks or from commercial banks are also tools for generating 
funds. 

Foreign Exchange Risks 

There are three types of risks associated with foreign exchange:  

 Transaction risk – This is the risk of an exchange rate change on transaction date 

and the subsequent settlement date, i.e., it is the gain or loss arising on conversion. 

 

 Economic risk – Transactions depend on relatively short-term cash flow effects. 

However, economic exposure encompasses the longer-term effects on the market 

value of a company. Simply put, it is a change in the present value of the future 

after-tax cash-flows for exchange rate changes. 
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 Translation risk – The financial statements are usually translated into the home 

currency to consolidate into the group's financial statements. It can pose a 

challenge when exchange rates change. 

Hedging Forex Risks – Internal Techniques 

Internal techniques to manage/reduce forex exposure include the following: 

 Invoice in Home Currency – An easy way is to insist that all foreign customers 

pay in your home currency and that your company pays for all imports in your 

home currency. 

 

 Leading and Lagging – If an importer (payment) expects that the currency it is 

due to pay will depreciate, it may attempt to delay payment. This may be achieved 

by agreement or by exceeding credit terms. If an exporter (receipt) expects that 

the currency it is due to receive will depreciate over the next three months, it may 

try to obtain payment immediately. This may be achieved by offering a discount 

for immediate payment. The problem lies in guessing which way the exchange rate 

will move. 

 

 Matching – If receipts and payments are in the same currency and are due at the 

same time, matching them against each other is a good policy. However, the only 

requirement is to deal with the forex markets for the unmatched portion of the total 

transactions. Also, setting up a foreign currency bank account is an extension of 

matching. 

 

 Doing Nothing – The theory suggests that long-term gains and losses gets hedged 

automatically. Short-term losses may be significant in such processes. Advantage 
is the savings in transaction costs. 

Hedging Forex Risks – External Techniques 

Transaction risks can also be hedged using a range of financial products:  

 Forward Contracts – The forward market is used to buy and sell a currency, on 

a fixed date for a rate, i.e., the forward rate of exchange. This effectively fixes the 

future rate. 

 

 Money Market Hedges – The idea is to minimize uncertainty by making the 

exchange at the current rate. This is done by depositing/borrowing the foreign 

currency till the real commercial cash flows occur.  

 

 Futures Contracts – Futures contracts are standard sized, traded hedging 

instruments. The aim of a currency futures contract is to fix an exchange rate at 

some future date, subject to basis risk. 

 

 Options – A currency option is a right, but not an obligation, to buy or sell a 

currency at an exercise price on a future date. The right will only be exercised in 

the worst-case scenario. 

 

 Forex Swaps – In a Forex swap, the parties agree to swap equivalent amounts of 

currency for a period and then re-swap them at the end of the period at an agreed 

swap rate. The rate and amount of currency is fixed in advance. Thus, it is called a 

fixed rate swap. 
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 Currency Swaps – A currency swap lets the parties to swap interest rate 

commitments on borrowings in different currencies. The swap of interest rates 

could be fixed. 
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Recruitment and Selection 

Recruitment is a process of attracting a pool of qualified applicants. Selection is choosing 

applicants from this pool whose qualifications match the job requirements most closely. 

Traditionally, there are three types of employees: 

 Parent Country National – The employee’s citizenship is same with the 
organization. 

 Host Country National – The employee is local for the subsidiary.  

 Third Country National – The employee is from a different country, i.e., not 

where the organization is registered / based and also where the subsidiary of the 
organization is not located.  

Staffing and managing approaches strongly affect the type of employee the company looks 

for. In Ethnocentric approach, the parent country nationals are chosen for headquarters 

and subsidiaries. In polycentric approach, host country nationals work in the 

subsidiaries, while parent country nationals are chosen for headquarters. An organization 

with a geocentric approach chooses employees purely based on talent, regardless of 

their origin type. 

A balance between internal organizational consistency and local labor practices policy is a 

goal during recruitment. People in achievement-oriented nations consider skills, 

knowledge, and talents while hiring a new employee.  

Development & Training 

The overall aim of the development function is to provide adequately trained personnel in 

a company as well as to contribute to better performance and growth with their work. At 

the international level, human resource development function manages: 

 Training and development for global employees 

 Special training to prepare expatriates for international jobs 

 Development of globally efficient managers 

Creation and transfer of international human resource development programs may be 

carried out in two ways: 

 In centralized approach, headquarters develop trainings and trainers travel to 

subsidiaries, often adapting to local situations. This fits mostly with the ethnocentric 

model. A geocentric approach is also centralized, but the training inputs come from 

both headquarters and subsidiaries staff.  

 

 In decentralized approach, training is carried out on a local basis, which follows 

a polycentric model. In decentralized training, the cultural backgrounds of 

employees and corporate trainers are same. Training material and techniques are 
usually local and for use in their own area. 

22.  IB – HRM ISSUES  
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Performance Evaluation 

In companies, performance evaluation is most frequently carried out for administration or 

development purpose.   

For administration purposes, performance evaluation is done when the decisions on work 

conditions of employees, promotions, rewards and/or layoffs are in question. Development 

intention is oriented to the betterment of work performance of employees, as well as to 

the enhancement of their abilities. It is also a way for advising employees regarding 

corporate behavior. 

Performance evaluation can be quite challenging, especially when it carried out at an 

international level. The international organization must evaluate the employees from 

different countries. Consistency across subsidiaries for performance comparisons with 

contrasting cultural background makes the evaluation meaningful. As with other functions, 

the approach to performance evaluation depends on the organization’s overall human 

resource management strategy.    

Management of Expatriates 

Expatriates management is one of the most important issues in international business. 

The most important issues related to Management of Expatriates are the following: 

The Reasons for Expatriate Failure 

In international companies, the high failure rate of expatriates can be contributed to six 

factors: career blockage, culture shock, lack of cross-cultural training, an overemphasis 

on technical qualifications, using international assignments to get rid of problematic 

employees, and family problems. 

Cross-Cultural Adjustment 

Expatriates and their families need time to become familiar with their new environment. 

The culture shock occurs when after some time, the expatriates find new job conditions 

unattractive. It usually takes three to six months after arrival, to get out of the culture 

shock.  

Expatriate Re-Entry 

After the expatriate completes his assignment and returns home, the work, people, and 

general environment becomes unfamiliar. The expatriate is generally unprepared to deal 

with reverse culture shock. 

Selection of Expatriates 

The choice of employee for an international assignment is a critical decision. To choose 

the best employee for the job, the management should: 

 Make cultural sensitivity a selection criterion 

 Have expatriates in selection board 

 Look for international experience 

 Hire foreign-born employees as “expatriates” in future  

 Screen spouses and families too 
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Expatriate Training  

Expatriates when trained to prepare for work abroad are more successful. Lack of training 

can lead to expatriate failure. Cross-cultural training (CCT) is very important. It 

prepares to live and work in a different culture because coping with a brand new 

environment can be challenging.  

Expatriate Evaluation and Remuneration 

There are three common aspects that determine the remuneration of expatriates. In a 

home-based policy, employees’ remuneration is according to their home countries. The 

host-based policy sets salaries according to the norms of the host country. Finally, region 

also effects in determining the remunerations.  

Remuneration for foreign employees depends on their relocation – whether it is within 

their home region or in another region. With this approach, closer to home (within the 

region) jobs fetch lower remuneration than the away (outside the region) jobs. 
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Part 5: Miscellaneous 
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Although globalization has brought with it a lot of benefits, it can sometimes have adverse 

effects as well. In this chapter, we will discuss how a country gets adversely affected by 

allowing multinationals to flourish.   

Adverse Effects on Economy  

When two countries get engaged in an international business, one country’s economic 

condition affects the economy of the other country. Large-scale exports also hamper and 

discourage the developments in industrialization of the importing country. Therefore, the 

economy of the importing country may feel the heat. 

Unequal Competition  

Due to internationalization, all countries come to a single platform of business. As 

developing countries cannot compete with the developed ones, the growth and 

development of the developing nations get affected. If the developing countries do not 

regulate international business, it may be detrimental for their economies. 

Rivalry among Nations  

Globalization has increased the level of competition among countries. Due to intense 

competition and eagerness to get an upper-hand in exporting more commodities, 

sometimes the nations may come across unhealthy business circumstances. It may lead 

to rivalry among nations, diminishing international peace and harmony. 

Colonization  

Heavy exporters often undermine the issues of the importing nation. If the importing 

country depends too much on the imported products, it may turn into a colony. Overt 

economic and political dependence on the exporting nation coupled with industrial 

backwardness may harm the importing nation. 

Exploitation  

Developed countries, due to their economic prowess, may try to exploit the developing 

and third-world countries for their business motives. As the prosperous and dominant 

nations usually tend to regulate the economy of poor nations, international business may 

lead to exploitation of developing countries by the developed countries.  

Legal Problems  

International businesses may also create various legal problems. It is a fact that there are 

many legal aspects of international business. The international business organizations may 

sometimes neglect these laws and indulge in illegal activities. Varied legal regulations and 

customs formalities are followed by different countries. This affects export and import and 

general trade. Legal problems are common in many nations. 

 

23.  IB – ADVERSE EFFECTS 
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Negative Publicity   

There are many cultural effects of internationalization. A multinational company may not 

be vigilant enough to pay attention to host country’s cultural, norms. As cultural values 

and heritages differ among countries, there are many aspects of international 

organizations, which may not be suitable for the host country. The atmosphere, culture, 

tradition, etc., get affected due to this.  

Dumping Policy  

Dumping is a real danger. As the industrially mature economies can produce and sell the 

products in cheaper rate than the home country, the products may be dumped in the less 

developed nations. This creates an unfair competition in the local markets. People often 

go for the cheaper priced items, being unaware that their own country and the industries 

may get destroyed due this type of dumping policies.  

Shortage of Goods in the Exporting Country  

As exporting brings enough profit, sometimes, traders may prefer to sell their products in 

a foreign country. The exporters may sell the good quality products in foreign nations even 

when there is a demand in the local markets. This often results in shortage of quality 

goods within the home country. 

Adverse Effects on Domestic Industry  

International business poses a threat to the survival of small-scale industries. As the big 

companies have enough muscle power, they do not let the start-ups compete and add 

value. Due to such kind of unfair foreign competition and unrestricted imports, the start-

ups in the home country find it difficult to survive.  
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In this chapter, we will discuss the types of organizational conflicts and how an 

international business concern manages its internal conflicts.  

Types of Conflicts 

Conflicts in an organization can arise due to multiple reasons, based on which they can be 

categorized into different types. 

On the basis of involvement 

Conflicts may be personal (intrapersonal and interpersonal) and organizational. 

Organizational conflicts can be intra-organizational and inter-organizational. Inter-

organizational conflicts occur between two or more organizations. Intra-organizational 

conflicts can be further divided into intergroup and intragroup conflict.  

On the basis of scope 

Conflicts may be substantive and affective. An affective conflict deals with interpersonal 

aspects. Substantive conflict is also called performance, task, issue, or active conflict. 

Procedural conflicts can include disagreements about the process of doing a job.  

On the basis of results 

Conflicts can be constructive or destructive, creative or restricting, and positive or 

negative. Constructive conflicts are also known as functional conflicts, because they 

support the group goals and help in improving performance. Destructive conflicts are 

also known as dysfunctional conflicts, they prevent people from reaching their goals. 

Destructive conflicts take the attention away from other important activities, and involve 

negative behaviour and results, such as name-calling. 

On the basis of sharing by groups 

Conflicts may be distributive and integrative. Distributive conflict is approached as a 

distribution of a fixed amount of positive outcomes or resources. In an Integrative 

conflict, groups see the conflict as a chance to integrate the needs and concerns of both 

groups. It has a greater emphasis on compromise.  

On the basis of Strategy 

Conflicts may be competitive and cooperative. Competitive conflict is accumulative. The 

original issue that began the conflict becomes irrelevant. Costs do not matter in 

competitive conflict. A cooperative conflict is of interest-based or integrative bargaining 

mode; it leads the parties involved to find a win-win solution.  

 

 

24.  IB – CONFLICT MANAGEMENT  
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On the basis of rights and interests 

If some people are granted certain rights by law, contract, agreement, or established 

practice and when that right is denied, it leads to a conflict. These conflicts are settled by 

law or arbitration. In conflict of interests, a person or group may demand some privileges, 

no law or right being existent. Negotiation or collective bargaining solves this type of 

conflict. 

 

Factors Causing Conflicts 

In an international business, there can be various factors behind a conflict: 

 There can be conflicts over control of resource or area. 

 Conflicts can arise over the right to participate in decision-making.  

 No clear-cut goals of the organization can lead to conflicts. 

 No clear-cut agreements and contracts may lead to a legal mess, causing conflict. 

 Misleading communication may confuse and create conflicts. 

 Corruption may also create conflicts. 

Conflict Management 

Organizations face a great deal of conflict within and externally while doing business. 

Experts agree that managing conflicts can be actually quite challenging. International 

businesses use five distinct forms of solutions to solve conflicts. These are: avoidance, 

accommodation, competition, compromise, and collaboration. 
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 The avoidance strategy tends to ignore the conflict. Therefore, it provides no 

resolution to the disagreement. The real source of the conflict is never addressed 

which leaves the situation unresolved. This ultimately drives the organization away 

from the work at hand and makes the conflict worse than its initial state. 

 

 The accommodation strategy believes in handling a problem as quickly as 

possible. In such a strategy, one party accepts the other’s demands. Since one 

party usually gets ignored, it causes an ineffective attempt at conflict management. 

It only shows that the dominant party continues to rule over the compliant party. 

This strategy leaves the analysis to conclude the reasons and necessity of a mutual 

resolution.  

 

 Competition occurs as both parties attempt to maximize their own agenda. 

Competition can quickly escalate into greed. It does not offer the parties an 

opportunity to benefit the organization. This strategy often becomes ineffective 

since the two parties are more concerned about winning than arriving at the best 

possible solution.  

 

 Compromise is preferably a good strategy, as both parties involved in the process 

are willing to give and take. They are concerned about their own ambitions, yet at 

the same time, they pay heed to the objectives of the organization. Each party 

involved in a compromise fully understands and works for the best interest of the 

organization. 

 

 The collaboration strategy starts with the manager taking a preliminary initiative 

step in handling the issue already set. Each party wants to solve the problem by 

cultivating a pleasing solution leading to a win-win situation. The international 

managers however must understand the “internal environment in which the 

organization members function” to make use of this strategy. The collaboration 

strategy is both assertive and cooperation; yet it smoothly takes the different 

points of view into consideration. Collaboration is the most effective and efficient 

form of conflict management. 
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A Strategic View Illustrating the Concern for Self vs. Others 

Five A’s Technique 

Borisoff and Victor identify five steps in the conflict management process that they called 

the "five A's" of conflict management: assessment, acknowledgement, attitude, action, 

and analysis. 

 Assessment: In the assessment step, the parties involved collect real information 

about the problem. The parties involved also choose the appropriate conflict-

handling modes and decide the central factors of the problem. They also indicate 

compromise-able areas, and the wants of each party. 

 

 Acknowledgement: The acknowledgement step allows each party to hear out the 

other and both parties to build the empathy needed for the solution. 

Acknowledgement is more than just responding; it involves actively encouraging 

the other party to communicate. 

 

 Attitude: In the attitude step, parties try to remove pseudo-conflict issues. 

Stereotypes of different, culturally-based behaviours are unearthed. Similarly, 

differences in communication of men and women are accepted. Generally, we can 

analyze problems from the styles of writing, speaking, and other nonverbal cues.  

 

 Action: This step includes implementation of the chosen conflict-handling mode. 

Each individual evaluates the opposite party’s behavior to ascertain potential 

trouble spots. Also, each individual stays aware of his own communication style 
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and general behavior. Finally, all parties become alert to new issues and look for 

productive solutions. 

 

 Analysis: In this last step, participants decide on actions, and find the gist of what 

they have agreed upon. The analysis step initiates the impetus for approaching 
conflict management as an ongoing process.  
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International negotiations need the parties to follow legal, procedural, and political 

regulations of more than one nation. These laws and procedures are often inconsistent, or 

even directly opposing in nature. International business agreements should look into these 

differences. Arbitration clauses, specification of the governing laws, and tax havens should 

be well defined in the agreements. We have listed here the most common attributes and 

elements that must be taken into account while doing international negotiations. 

 The presence of different currencies should be taken into account. As the relative 

value of different currencies is not fixed, the actual value prices may vary, and 

result in unanticipated losses or gains.  

 

 Each government tends to control the flow of its domestic and foreign currencies. 

Therefore, business deals should look for the governmental willingness to make its 

currency available. Some policies of government may be detrimental as well. 

 

 Governments often play a significant role in foreign business. Extensive 

government bureaucracies can affect the negotiation process. Legal complications 

may also set in.  

 

 International ventures are vulnerable to political and economic risks. These risks 

require the negotiator to have knowledge and social insight.  

 

 Different countries have different ideologies about private investment, profit, and 

individual rights. Effective negotiators will have to present ideologically acceptable 

proposals to the other. 

 

 Finally, cultural differences, such as language and values, perceptions, and 

philosophies may result in very different connotations according to culture and 
norms. The international negotiator must be aware of this.  

25.  IB – NEGOTIATIONS 
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Role of International Agencies in Negotiations 

The role of international agencies in the negotiation process is indispensable. The agencies 

play a key role in finding an amicable and mutually beneficial negotiation. Organizations 

like the WTO have a big role in making the MNCs find a good solution to their international 

disputes. The requirement of such agencies become critical mainly in three areas. 

When the business is unfamiliar with the issues and rules at hand 

In many cases, business negotiations occur in a situation and place that is unfamiliar to 

the organization. These negotiations lead the managers out of their comfort zone and into 

unfamiliar territory. Often, the managers may not be quite knowledgeable in legal and 

cultural matters. 

In such situations, the international agencies can play a big role. If the organizations’ 

managers are unsure of the issues under discussion or do not know the perfect rules of 

the game, an agency may be quite helpful in offering a helping hand. 

When issues of time or distance present in the process 

If the negotiation process takes place in an unfamiliar territory, the customs and rules are 

generally unknown to the key managerial decision makers. In this case, an international 

agency may be handy.  

This also applies when the managers of an organization are under a tight deadline. When 

these managers don’t have the time and resources to meet with the other parties in a 

distant location or cannot participate in all steps in the process, they are quite unlikely to 

represent themselves well. In this situation also, an international agency may fill the gap. 
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When there is a poor relationship with the negotiating partner 

If an organization is aggressively pursuing to have negotiations with a party they had 

clashed earlier, then an international agency may play a key role. The agency may calm 

both the parties and ensure that the business negotiation remains a matter of business. 

This is a good strategy in case of contentious diplomatic contexts, such as the negotiation 

of a cease-fire between warring armies. In the business world, if the rancour between a 

company and another over a business contract is deep-seated and ongoing, both sides 

may get benefits by employing experienced agents to move the negotiation process 

forward. 

If the business thinks that they won’t be able to pursue their business interests effectively 

– especially when there are chances of aggressive behavior on the other side, an 

international agency may bridge the gap in finding an amicable and win-win negotiation. 
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As political, legal, economic, and cultural norms vary from nation to nation, various ethical 

issues rise with them. A normal practice may be ethical in one country but unethical in 

another. Multinational managers need to be sensitive to these varying differences and able 

to choose an ethical action accordingly.  

In an international business, the most important ethical issues involve employment 

practices, human rights, environmental norms, corruption, and the moral obligation of 

international corporations. 

Employment Practices and Ethics 

Ethical issues may be related to employment practices in many nations. The conditions in 

a host country may be much inferior to those in a multinational’s home nation. Many may 

suggest that pay and work conditions need to be similar across nations, but no one actually 

cares about the quantum of this divergence. 

12-hour workdays, minimal pay, and indifference in protecting workers from toxic 

chemicals are common in some developing nations. Is it fine for a multinational to fall prey 

to the same practice when they chose such developing nations as their host countries? 

The answers to these questions may seem to be easy, but in practice, they really create 

huge dilemmas. 

Human Rights 

Basic human rights are still denied in many nations. Freedom of speech, association, 

assembly, movement, freedom from political repression, etc. are not universally accepted.  

South Africa during the days of white rule and apartheid is an example. It lasted till 1994. 

The system practiced denial of basic political rights to the majority non-white population 

of South Africa, segregation between whites and nonwhites was prevalent, some 

occupations were exclusively reserved for whites, etc. Despite the odious nature of this 

system, Western businesses operated in South Africa. This unequal consideration 

depending on ethnicity was questioned right from 1980s. It is still a major ethical issue in 

international business. 

Environmental Pollution 

When environmental regulation in the host nation is much inferior to those in the home 

nation, ethical issues may arise. Many nations have firm regulations regarding the 

emission of pollutants, the dumping and use of toxic materials, and so on. Developing 

nations may not be so strict, and according to critics, it results in much increased levels 

of pollution from the operations of multinationals in host nations. 

Is it fine for multinational firms to pollute the developing host nations? It does not seem 

to be ethical. What is the appropriate and morally correct thing to do in such 

circumstances? Should MNCs be allowed to pollute the host countries for their economic 

advantage, or the MNCs should make sure that foreign subsidiaries follow the same 

26.  IB – ETHICAL ISSUES   
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standards as set in their home countries? These issues are not old; they are still very much 

contemporary. 

Corruption 

Corruption is an issue in every society in history, and it continues to be so even today. 

Corrupt government officials are everywhere. International businesses often seem to gain 

and have gained financial and business advantages by bribing those officials, which is 

clearly unethical.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moral Obligations 

Some of the modern philosophers argue that the power of MNCs brings with it the social 

responsibility to give resources back to the societies. The idea of Social Responsibility 

arises due to the philosophy that business people should consider the social consequences 

of their actions.  

They should also care that decisions should have both meaningful and ethical economic 

and social consequences. Social responsibility can be supported because it is the correct 

and appropriate way for a business to behave. Businesses, particularly the large and very 

successful ones, need to recognize their social and moral obligations and give resources 

and donations back to the societies.  

 

Corruption in Japan 

In the 1970s, Carl Kotchian, an American business executive who served as the 

president of Lockheed Corporation, paid $12.5 million to Japanese agents and 

government officials to sell Lockheed’s TriStar jet to All Nippon Airways. After the 

case was discovered, U.S. officials charged Lockheed with falsification of its records and 

tax violations.  

The revelations created a scandal in Japan as well. The ministers who took the bribe 

were charged, and one committed suicide. It even led to the jailing of Japan’s prime 

minister. The Japanese government fell in disgrace, and the Japanese citizens were 

outraged. Kotchian had, without doubt, engaged in unethical behavior. 

 


